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Meditation - Dedication

11

Time passes; and more and more obviously the way to
Ouspensky's 11 •• (ideas) .. 11 is not to be found by discussing
them. But in 1960 a miracle happened. A man* came
from the East with a method of meditation .... the method
took one straight there - of that there was no question. It
took one ... to the primary source of energy. And it did so
in the gentlest possible way ...11 **
•••

* Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
** from Colin's essay on Ouspensky's Dimensions of Time
1978 - see Vol VI Time & Space , Prologue 1-7
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Man is, like
possdb:ili ties.

a;

deep well.

He crontains: almost imf'inite

And' all t-he setentific·- methods he ea;n, devisce

to measure the eff':eets of t ·he meditation are- only on the surf'a;ae, o~
the well' - they a-..re, only a-s deel)

a;s-

he c:an S'ee, looking a·own int-o
They cannot: tell!

the we-1.1 with all its conf'us-t ng reflee:t'ions-.

us what life wourd: be like' if t-he: me_cfi tat ion were to take us:0

'all the wa;,' - and. the meditation film t-akee· us 'all the, wil:Y', or
that is what we- were t-old by those who gave it to us-.
But· what doe-s- 'all the way• mean?<

each of us-, or is - this

mi

Is, it the

S'Mle wir:,

:for

- One:- thing· imi

ind ivid!ual question?
1

c er t a m - the medit'at b :m does_· not-'hing suddenly - i-t works' by,r
d'egreea,.

And it.Sc· f:ir.st int'ention is to make , a- person more n-o~ll. -

to:, r~move psyGhologicalJ 'bllo_c ks,', wrong,:

temrlon and suff' eri·ng.

UB'-eJ:F

of· energy, unnec-essarr,

To- ma?J3" people thilf mq be, t-he beginning:

and end of: it, and: by now there: is ample proof' that it does all1 t-his.

But of'' c:ourae, it- is only a firs:t step - and t-hat is, where the

medi ta-tion is' so c-leverly designed.

It is- not dr-ama:tie - it does-

not- s--e:t out' t-o produc-e a:rry sp~cial states or- 'peak' experiene.-es rather- the reverse.

Little- by, lit-t'-J.e> the mind haa· t-o bee- made

ac.customed' t-o the very high levels- of energy we- have wi t-htn us.
I:r t ·h is: energy were suddenly t-o flood· into the mind it would be
unable to receive it - to translate it int·o something it could' take.- And that is perha-pS' why the meditation is- not alwa;ys too spentacular

it alwaya knows how far t-o go at a given moment.

So when p~ple s,ta,rt doing the meditation, they should find
after a while that lif'e is- a li t 'tle easier and more pleasant- - that
the desperation they were beginning to :feel has evaJ)orated', t-ha:t

a-ome of their worst bogeys: have-- disappeared.

As one young person

sa:id:, for the firat t-ime she gov through her exams- without feelingin t-he least nervous- - and s:o she did mueh better-.

Another- persom

f'ound his shyness- had vanished, and his attitude t-o others- had
o-ompietely cmanged·.

Ins:tead of" feeling · the world wa-s,· against him,

he: f'ound himseI'ff' n-ot-ic:ing- t-he · kindness o-f ot·h er- people, and' their
open and :f'rienffly attitude to life..

All this-- makes one very

gratef'ul - gratefttl to the medi ta-tion for what it- is d'oing - r~
or.
there is never any sense of· 'I am doing this·' - it is always· the:

meditation that does· it- for one-.
But gradually one begins to real is-&' that the meditation c:an do•
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muc.h more than this.

In time it c.a n erea:te a kind1 0£

refereno:e point within us·, to which everything in lif'e is related.
This reference point - unexpectedly - brings with it a strange
new happiness - the kind of' happiness we onee had as c:hildren,., but
have long sinee forgot-t:-en.

Now the medli.tation can bring it back,

can foster it and help it to develop.
Just think what this referene-e point can mean to us.

The

he1ples-snee-s of our a:i. tuation in the world today is- due to the lack
of a.:ny guidin.is prine,iple in life..

There is no-one to tell us

what to do - or if sue-h· a person exists in our life:, we cannot really·
believe what he says·, for why s-hould he know more than we d.o?
a-1.1, we have always believed in making our own decisions.

After

So here,

right in front of' us·, is the answer - we have only to do the : · ·
med:itation and we shall get this help.

It will take the f'orm- of

a· kind of· overflowing happiness within us:, whie-h always knows·

wi t .h out ques-t ion what to do.
So when: the meditation begins to take us along the way, that
will be, the first thing it does· - t-o uncover this new a-tore of'
happines-s.

But onc:.e again, there is mueh more to it than that.

For this feeling of ha;ppines-s is- only a beginning,· - it can i tsel:f"
grow a:nd develop, and in t-ime will be strong· enough, not just to
guide us now and then, but to initiate all our actions.

In other--

words-, sooner or later everything we do will C'Ome from this plac:e
of' happiness within us.,
Actually, it is by no means easy to visualise what this- might
mean.

To begin with, all our reactions to the world around us·

would be positive.

Nothing eould make.us negative - nothing could

make us angry, or sad, or miserable-, or frightened, or lone.ly, - f'or
t-hese are quite unnecessary reactions, and a-ctua·lly t-hey are or· no·

use to us· whatever.

And the other thing we should :find is· that

everything we sa:y or do would e-ome from the same place in us - there
would be no c:onfliet o:f desires - everything· would cirome from one~lf",
from · one,• s· real sceir·.

This would have a very big effect, for it

would out out all the fals:eness in our relationship with other people,
and we s-hould be able t ·o understand much better· what they need·...
But there is a third thing we should find - something not quite
so obvious, s-omething we tend to overlook.

We should :find that

we are awa:re of our own e:x:istenc,e in our surroundings - or t-o put
it in another· way,

we,, \~

find that 'we are.o' there-- - that- we exiri.
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If you try to nottce- how nruclt - and how of"ten - you are: actually
aware of yourself in your surround.lings-, y,ou ma;y get rather an
You will .f'indi _1fuat' for llo:ng-

unpleasant- surprisce.
period'S' ±n t h e dq

x 0u , are abs:ad.

Ami during

those periods of course, you have no memory.,_

The trouble is-

that one c:annot simply remedy this state, of" a£fairt:t by try:mg.

I:f

one tries, it will last for- a- moment or twcr, but then it will be
forgotten aga-in.

And besidesc, if we go about during the d'ay - trying

to remember t ·o ask ourselves if we are there, in our surroundings,,,

it distracts our attention from whateve-r we are doing, and this
cronfuses thec, mind ..

When

The mecti tation t_ca@l.es this _ques-tion i n a different way-.

we have_ found this plac:e of happiness:within us, and when we have
bee·olll8 one per&on instead of rnal\Y, there is no question a.ltout it -

we .i:!:!.. there in our surroundings,.
we begizr t :o erlst-.

Without ,my e:f"':f'ort on our part

Aeitua;lfy, . the rea-son is that we have got the

energy to do it - and so it e,omes t-o us: naturally,.

So the med1 tation can bring_us back te life.

Once we were

dead - we walked the streets- mechanicrallyr, lfre automatonsc-.

But

now we have woken up from s-leep, and we begin t-o se:e the world
Birt- onc:e again, there is rnueh more to it- than that-.

around us.

What will be t -h e next step a.long the way?
Now when you arome to think a:bout it, everythillg' we have·
d:is:c.us:s-ed s-o· far ha-s been C'Onnectea: with ours-elves - with ourown person.al reactions

are leading.

to, the world around us and the, li'f'e we

But S"ooner or late-r the med·ita:tion c:an take us-

further than this.

Sooner or la-ter it will enable- us- t-o

experience the world as it really - is - whether we exist in, it or not-.
Kn.ow ledge of the world' as it.· really is- belongs t-o a quite

different level of e·ogni tion from ordinary knowledge.

And for

this reason i t needs the meditation to lift one t-o a point where
one can ree:eiva it-.
ones·e lf.

Knowledge of this kind takes ono out of

It lifts one- into the universal self - the u.nivers-al

nature of t ·h ings.

And when it does this t-he or dinary self· .

expands into t-he universal self

it- betromes itself universal_.

Difficult to conceive in words·••••

Every time we do the medi.tation to some ext-ent· we pass ' from the

ordinary self into the univers·a.1 self'.

Tha:t is t-he whole· point
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about it - itt is not a peak experienc:e - a spee:ial state 01" an
illumination whiC'h happens- once in a lifetime..
We get a lit1tle
of' it- everyday..,
Sometimes we hardly notice it- - we sa;y t-o
ourselves, 'this meditation isnt- d:oing much - is it any good?'
But really it is doing more than we think.

Little by little

it is adding s:omething - dyeing the c-lot-h deeper and deeper.
And_ then if we c-ome a.cross real knowled.ge we know it - we sayto ourselves, 'this is it - this is the real thing.•
But what actually is real knowledge?
Real knowledga is
concerned with universal law - with the laws and principles which.
crontrol the universe.
If we could understand these laws· and
prineiples we should know why everything happens - we should be
'
able to see the c·auses of' things, and to predict the results of' all.
our aetions.

This knowle4ge is not an end in itself - it isFor it lead.s in the end to an understanding
a step along the way.
of the purpose underlying the crea1;ion of the universe, and s:o
to the realisa1;ion o'f the creator's will.
There could be no
higher thing for man than this - to know the creator's- will.
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These notes are intended to set out the most important
principles of the meditation, as it is done twice a day in
the quiet of one's own home.

The meditation, as a.method,

does not need to be done with other people, although many
gei; help from doing so.

But basically it is an individual thing.;

designed to be done on one-'s· own.

This is one of the most

important things about it, and is perhaps its greatest strength.
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PRINCIPLES

I)

of

the

M. EDIT AT I O ~.

In this method of meditation, the guiding principle is that of Unity.

Not o~ly does the meditation bning about Unity in those who do it•, but' the:
whale technique is designed to. be carried out without duality or inner conflict
and this is perh~ps the beat criterion to apply ~o any questions that arise.
2)

The method is based on the princ~ple that the mind goes natura~ly to the

place of greatest happiness.

Provided the mind is turned, · initially, irr

the right direction, it will be attracted to the mantra.

There is no need:,

nor is it desirable, to hold ~he attention on the mantra, for the mantra
itself will attract the mind.

3)

Thoughts should not be excluded - they are a part of meditation.

If

thoughts, sensations or feelings overwhelm the mantra, one should let them do
so - never oppose them.

Sooner or later the mantra will reappear, and then

one c-an gently return to it •
. 4)

When one starts the meditation, one takes oneself as one is - good state or

bad it makes no difference.

Attempts to prepare for it, or change one's state

or frame of mind before doing it, create an artificial situation.

The- mantra

works on what we are, nut on -what we imagine we should be.

5)

Once the repeti.tion of the mantra has been started, one leaves everything

to it.

The only volunt~ act is to start it, and that is best done by

letting it come to the surface on its own.

Attempts to repeat it loudly or

softly, faster or slower, or to manipulate it in any way, lead to tension.
The mantra knows how it should go.
6) The deeper the meditation goes, the more one e:x:perienc·es blia:s. Ex:perienc.e
Any experience outside
within the compass of the mantra is all that matters-.
the mantra is unimportant.

Always return to the mantra.

7) As the mantra goes deeper, its quality changes, and! with it the way it
is pronounced.

It is never a clear pronunciation, more and more of a faint

idea, and eventually it fades away and disappears.
'transcending'.

This is called

Once one becomes aware one is not pronouncing it, then one

knows it has transcended and one is back at the beginning again.
8)

Any attempts to make the mantra transcend or control the way it goes are

out of the question - they will actually prevent it from transcending.
has to let go.
9) When the meditation goes as it should nothing comes between us
mantra.

In the same way, when our

One

and the

work during the day goes as it should,

nothing comes between us and. . what we are- d'oing.

This means-· that, unlike
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other methods-', there is no 'observer'.

IO)

Provided one does the meditation regularly, the effeci;s are onundJ

to come out during,: the> day.

No specrcia;l dise:iplines are required, either

to keep the energy one gets from meditati.on, or to use it in a c:erlain wey.

II)

This methodJ of meditation works direcl on consciousness, and influences

our funci; ions from above.

Work on the c:ontrol of funations is therefore

unnecessa-ry, in fact it may actua.lly stand irr the way •.
I2)

The ordinaxy c.irc:mmstances of our daily life are the besi; material

. for the meditation.

nothing has ·fo be given up, nothing has· to ber- c:ha:nged:,

in fact it is· impor.tant not to do su.

I3)

It is important to leave every~ning ~o the meditation.

in the Gospel according to Thomas, "Jesus said:

As

it says.,

it is impos.:sible for a

man to mount two horses, and to stretcn two bows, anru it is imposs:ible for
a servant "tio serve two masters ••••• "
ta.~e one all the way.

The meditation is enough.

It can
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- This is a new way - a wcy o-f happiness - a way to the fulfilment of
life.

In order that our life may be fulfilled, two things are

ne.c·essary - a method of reaching the kingdom of heaven within us, and

an active li:fe in the world, so that the influence of the kingdom of
heaven ca..'1 be expressed.
But how can we reach the kingdom of heaven - isnt it difficult to get_-there?

No, the way to it is really very s~mple.

You mean it can be reached without effort?
- Yes, people think that effort is required, but that is actually untru&.
You cannot ge~ to a higher level by being active - in order to reach a
higher level you have to be passiv~.
So this is a passive way?
Yes and no.

When one does the meditation one is passive, during- the

day one is active.

Both are necesac;IXY for the fulfilment of our lives·.

- You mean activity is an essential part of this method?
- Yes, the more the better - but only what is natural :for each of us· - only
what our normal life demands.
- But tell me, what is the principle on which the meditation depends - how
can it get to tha kingdom of heaven so easily?

- The principle is c:onneoted with happiness
the mind is always searching for happiness.
the mind searches- for happiness outside us.

with the simple truth that
Not knowing how to find it,
But if it ia shovm the way,

it will go quite naturally -t:o the source of happiness within us.

And it-

will go there without any effort on our part, f.or that is where the greatest
happiness belongs.
You mean this was never known before?
Yes, it was known long ago, but the method got lost, and so the truth
0

was forgotten.

Instead, people tried to get to the kingdom of heaven,

by effort and struggle·, but that way never succeeds.
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- What do you consider to be the most important thing about
this method of meditation?
- I would say the most important thing is that it is de:signed
to be done individually, in the quiet of one's own home.
You mean, anyone can do it, anywhere and at any time?
Yes, that is its greatest strength.
But doesnt: one require a teacher?
In the early sta~es one has -tu get help from those who gave it,
but as time goes on you will find it beODmes more and more s~lf
corrective.
You mean it tells one how to do it?
Yes, sooner or later it will do ao.
But isnt it a good thing to do it with other people, or in a group?
Some people" find this a help, others not.

The important thing ia:,

to do it when you get home.
But. are arry other disciplines nec-essary?
There is no need for other discip'lines, in fact they m-ight interfere
with it.

The important thing is for the effects of the meditation

to come out naturally during the day, and for this -t;_o happen one simply
g oes about one's work in the usual way.
You mean it is better not to mix it with other methods?
Yes, I would thin..1< s-o.
"Jeau.s said:

In the Gospel according to Thomas it says;,

it is impoasible for a man to mount two horses and to

stretch two bows, and it is impossible for a servant to serve two masters".
Then who is one's maste-r, in this sense?
One's master is within one-self.

That is the whole point about it.
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- Tell m&, what is there about this method which makes it diifferent
from other kinds - of mantra meditation?
- The main difference is that we dont try t-o contll'ol our thoughts- - in
f'aet, the whole process · is- designed t-o take plao·e without inn&r con:tlict.
- You nean, one just :tollows 'the mantra?

- Yes, it attracts one'• attention - one does- not tr,-'to hold one-•s

attent-ion on it.
freed from s:tress.

'!'his nea.ns- that the mind and the nervous- syriem. are

They are- abl& 'to normalis• thems-e1veG-~ j'US"t u · the

b.otcy' does if· you give it rest.
- And what happens then?·

- One,'s· attention is attracted towards higher levels of' energy. It is
not generally J\ealised t-hat the- mind contains enormously- dif'f'erent l8'V'.el■
of" energy levels which range from the: dullness of our everydq
thought-, to the· hig)lest level of ecstasy.
Theae higher leve•l s of
energy already exist in us - they d,o not have to be created.
- So why Callt: we r.e-aoh them -in _the ordin.ary -wq?

- SimplybM'::a.use cluri13g t:he· cla:,y the- lower leve'1a of energy
e>ec.upy,,- the whole stage. .
-

Sa:, what cfoes, the

meditation do?

- During the half" hour it takes one beyond' tha lower levels - leaves
them all behind' - and' reaches the- ieeper parts of the- mind.

This, as

you know,. has: its, effect on. what happene· during- the-d,q.
- Then is it in these, de:eper parts of th& mind that the hi~er levels are?
Iir this- wher& the bliss- eome-s from?

- Ye&, it is the rJOurce c-r happiness - the, plaoe where- nothing
negative exists.
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- I believe you said ifuere is no need t-o struggle with our thoughts: ff'uri.ng
the hal:ff hour?
- Yes I did.

But' if'' you jusii tell S'Ome·one ifuis it- wont help him mueh - he
0

will start worrying· about how not~ t-o struggle, wiitb his t-hought-s:, ancE there,
will Sstill be a eonf~ic~.
So what is the answer?
Tell him to let the, mantra go int-o his ithough-tts, - t'o int':enpene=trate> them.
Then they will bec-0me sweetened.
thingsc - physical things, itoo.

Always le=t the· mantra intermingle wi t:h
Then it will put things·rig~it.

You mean it willl have a healing effe-c:1;?
- Yea,, it is-· like a ba;lm.

Whereverr there is:: anything in use whicm need's tto

be healed or :fi.mred from stress it· will put' it righ:v le-t it' go tner&.

alwczys:: pr~ovi.d'ed3 you

If' you keep it away f-rom things, it wont- be- ableo tt-o

won:.
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- Tall me-, what is there about this method which makes it- differentfrom other kinds of mantra medita-tion?
- The main difference is that we dont try to e.:entrol our thoughts, - in fa.et,
the- whole, procreaa is- designed: t :o take place, without inner c:onflict.
- You me-an, one just follows the· mantra?

- Yes-, it attraats one'ac attention· - one does not try to hold one's:: attention

on it.

This means- that the mind and the· nervous system a.re freed from

stress.

They are- able to normalize themse-l ves-, just as t-he body does if

you giv~ it rest.
And what happens then?

One rs attention is- attracted towards higher levels, of energy.

It is not

generally realised that the mind contains: enormously diff eren:t- levels of
0

ene,rgy - levels whic:b. ra.ngec :from the- dullness. of
the highest leve,1 of· eosta.s-y.

our

everyday t.hought., to

The higher levels· alr-e-ady exist in us-

they

do not have, to he created.,
So why, are we n-ot aware· of them in the- ordinary way?

Simply because, we are looking in the opposite direc-t ion.
So wha:t does the meditation do?
- During- the half hour it a:ttracts the, attention inwards-towards de:~-per

parts of'• the- mind.

It is in these- deeper parts- of the mind that t-he

higher levels- are·.
And what ef'feo:t does- that have?

If' the mind is steeped in higher levels of energy during the, half hour-,

it is :fr-e-ed from impurittes of various kinds- - negative though-ta-, for
insta:nc:e, unne-c:essary fears and illusions-.
-

And does· t-ha-t a.f:feC't what happens during- the day?

- Yes, the mind beiDg: fre:e- from- impurities will e-ontain higher and lowerleve·l s of energy- in the right propor:tion.
our- e-::.cperienc:e• during; the· day-.

It is this which inf'luenc:es,
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- You say that when we do the meditation the attention is attracted by the
What is it that attracts it?

mantra.
The

~bythm of the mantra .

But sometimes the rhythm seems dull.
That is when you repeat it, instead of letting it go on its own.
You mean, when one does it purposely, as it were?
Yes, left to itself the mantra is quite different - it cannot possibly
be dull.
Then should one let go of it?
Yes, if one really can let go of it, and yet still follow it, that is
what makes it go deep.
I wonder why that is?
The mantra comes from the deepest place in us.

If you let go, it will

return there on its own.
You mean, that's where it belongs?
Yes, we see things the · wrong way up.
get in the way.
What is that?

· It is really only ourselves who

But there is another thing which makes it seem dull.

When. the reflector itself is dull.

What do you mean by the reflector?
That

part of the mind which becomes aware of the mantra - it can vary

a great deal from time to time.
Then what can one do about t.hat?
Nothing, except to ~o on a bit longer.
clearer

sometimes later in the day.

Sooner or later it will get
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- You sa:y that when we do the meditation the attention is attracted
by the mantra.

What is it that attracts it?

- The rhythm of the mantra - particularly variations in its- 'r bythm.
- What do you mean by 'variations'?
- If the rhythm is too regular it bea:omes dull. _ It is the same - thing ·

with music or poetry - there is nothing worse than too regular a- r-~hm.
- Then rrhould one try to vary it?
- No, it has t-o come naturally - but certain things
- What kind of things?
- In extreme cases one can stop and start again, or
But just being en the lookout for the nature of the
It is the changing- nature of the rhythm which makes
to repeat.
I wonder why that is?

can be dona.
change one's- position.
rhythm is often enough.
the mantra delightf'ul

It is the wa;, the nervous system· works.
A continuous, or a. regulal!l.¥
repeated, stimulation vecy quickly loses its, effeel't - the response geta:
less and less.
- Is that the point of repeating a mantra?
- Yes, you see - higher influences are there all the time, but without
the mantra the mind cannot respond to them - it does not know they are
there-.
- You mean it is like still water - unless the surface is disturbed onQ
. cannot see it?
- Yes, I remember someone once described it as 'vibrating the silence'.*

(*Maharishi)
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- There is another thing which attracts the attention to the mantra.
- What is that?
Letting g-o of' it.
- You mean, instead of following it too closely?
- Yes-, like Ariadne following her thread.
Sometimes this talcea one very deep.
- I wonder why that is?
If you let go, it will
- The mantra comes from the deepest place in us.
return there on its owri.
- You mean that's where it ·belongs'?
- Yes, we- see things the wrongwey up.
We cannot see that the mantra tends
to go there naturally:-- we think we have to do it.
But it ia really only
ourselves who keep it away.
How do we keep it awa:,?
- In various ways,, but chiefly by holding on to it too 'tightly.

- So the thing is to let it go fr-eely?
- Yes-, the more freely we let it go, the deepen it will take, us-.
we nearly lose- it that it takes us dieep.

It ia when
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- I dont really understand wha't transcending is - wha·t is it that
actually happens?
- At a certain point the mantra carries ~:mr attention beyond the personal

level into the universal.
- But what determines this?
The density of matter - above a certain level matter is too tine :for
the organism -to c·ontain.
And what effec_t does that have?

One obtains direct experienc_e of the universal nature- of· things.

Without

this direct experience one's understanding is subjective - on-e oan onlyimagine what the universal self is like.
- You mean one cran have the wrong idea about it?
- Yea", one can have- many wrong ideas.
Many people think of' the universal
self as something formidable or strange.

But isn't' it?
No, it is just t-he opposite.

It is like coming home to oneself.

You

see, the personal and the universal are really the same •••• the one is a
reflection of the other.
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Tell me, should one prepare for the meditation beforehand?
No, it is better to go straight into it.

If you try t :o prepare

for it you will create an artificial situation.

Just take yourself

as you are, good state or bad.
Then how should one start it off?
Just let it surface on its own.

If you interfere with its natural

rhythm you will only create tensions.
But supposing thoughts and feelings ta.~e it away?
Just let them do so.

When you come round to the fact that you

are not repeating it, then is the right moment to start again.
- It seems t-.o me that one has to have a strong desire to do it,
otherwise one will just forget.

What does this desire depend on?

- It depends on allowing the mantra t .o draw your attention inwards:.
Deep down within us everything is bliss, and the ~eeper one goes, the
more one erperiencres it.
But how does one experienc:e it?
In the quality of the mantra.
and with it the way it sounds.

As one goes deeper its quality changes,
It is never a c.lear pronunciati.on, mone:

and more of a faint idea, and eventually it fades away and disappeara.
Is that what is called 'transcending'? *
Yes, one has to let go - not ~o hold the· mantra if' i-t wa:nts
to disappear.
But what is the point of transcending - what effed does it have?
It unites one with the source - wi ~h the master.
influenc:es what happens t .-o us during the day.

(*

se:e 'also

3/8 a , ** s-ee 3/2 )

**

It is this whic±r
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the mantra belongs to ( .. .,, ...... )
I

\.

.... ..... ...
\
)

absolute blisa, absolute c~nsciousness.

Th.a..t i& why, in

the technique of meditation, we keep experien~ within the eompa.ss o~
the mantra..
When experience is a.tta.ohed to this obje~t or that, as it
is at all other times, it is no longer absolute, i-t is r.ela.-tive.
A:ny- experienee outside the mantra is relative, and it oan-easily-

be mistaken for the rea.l thing.
Even the experience of the- mantra
itself' is: relative.
Only when it transcends is the abs"Olute level
of experience reached.
Like a pure sound, which when it is so pure
that it creates no disturbance, cannot be heard, so is the mantra when
it tranBcena.s-.

( !rom Val lV Levels & Laws l Intro 3 )
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- Is:· it a g,ood thing to prepare for the meditation before you do it,
by reading· or listening to music or some such thing?

- No, not good.

There is- no better preparation for the meditation

than the meditation itself.
than

w&

The mantra knows wha-t to do much better-

do.

-You mean one should do it just the same, whatever state one is in?

- Yes, that is the whole point.

bad it makes no difference.
what to do.

state,

an,Q

You start as you are - good s-tate or

The mantra works on this material - it knows,

But if you prepare beforehand you oreate an artificial

th8'ma.ntra cannot work properly.

- I think I see=- what you mean - you let everything that wants. to ha:ppen
just happen - is that right?

.... Yes, that is right - jtl.St let everything be ·.

But if one is in pain, or physical discomfort, what does one do then?

- The same·· thing applies.
oppoaing it.

Let tha mantra gp along:· with i~, instead of'

Then you will find it can help.

- You mean the mantra oan take awa;y' pain?

- Nothing is impossible, but of C'Ourse there are many degrees-..

But if

y-ou try to keep the mantra away from the pa-in,. or try to repeat it in
spite of the pain, it will be unable to do its.c work.
- This-- opens., up a great many possibilities.

But it ia- just the opposite:

of our usual approach - like leaving it to somebody ela~.
- Yesc, one simply leaves. evezj"thing to. the meditation.
longer one goea on doing - i-tt,

the more· one realiae-s:: tha-t -this

is the great s'8.oret about -this method.
mantra does it f .or- one.

-

One does nothing, oneself

- I think it ne:eds great c:onfidence~
- Yea: I know.

The

But confide.nee will come- by degrees.

the,
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-

I would like to know what one should do du.ring the day to get the

best results from the meditation?
Do nothing different from that which you usually do.
But surely there are crnrtain disciplines which would help?

No, it is not like that..

The whole point about this method is

that you let the ef.fec:ts of the meditation un:fold naturally.

Your

usual everyday life is the best place in which this could happen.
- But should.nt one try to be more aware during the d.ay, or at least to
hold something in mind?
- No, that will divide your attention - you will find it makes the mind
dull.

When the meditation works as it should, nothing will come

between you and what you are doing.
- Then will there be no awareness?
- On the contrary, your awareness will be increased, and your actions

will be different.

They will come from beyond you - from the

meditation - in fact, there will be no need for you to .2,2 anything, you
will find it is already done.
- I find this difficult to understand - I thought we were trying to
learn how to act rightly?
- That.!!! right action - let me try to explain, for this, is a big
mistal'"...e we have alwczys made.

-

- You mean the idea that we can do ?'
- Yes, right· action comes :from beyond us - from somewhere deep down
within ua.
Not realising this, we think it o:omes: from ourselves- we think we arec doing things-.

If we can get baek te the orig;i.n of_

actions we shall find everything is different - even our movements will
be different, and awareness will be increased.
Then how d.o we· get back to the origin of actions?
Simply.by doing the meditation.
take us there.

If it goes· d:eep enough itwiil
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- But if one does nothing to prevent it, surely one will bec~me lost
in what one is doing?
There is nothing wrong with getting lost in what one is doing.
Yow mean one shouldnt try to prevent it?
No, the extent to which one is lost, as you call it, depends on the,

amount of energy one ha~.
overwhelm one.

If one's house is full, nothing will

If it is empty, every little thing will do so.

But how does one get the energy to fill one's house?
Through t·he meditation.
Then what kind of energy is it?
Cons c.i ousne s:s •
I find it difficult to understand what c:'Onsciousness really is·?

One cannot possibly de~be it, but if you like, it is the opposite
of getting lost in what one is doing.

When one is lost, it is simply

because funC'tions are working without consciousness. *
You mean that functions can work on their oWll', without c:onsciousness?
Yes, and c'Onsc:iousness can exist without functions - it isc this whiciimakes the tec-hni.que of meditation pos-sible.
How do you mean?
The meditation works directly on consciousness, and it leaves functions
alone - it makes no attempt to control them.

As you will have noticed,

it brings one to pure -oonsciousness - consciousness without f'unc:tions.
- But I thought you said the meditation works through happiness - ar&
happiness and c,onsciousness the same thing?
- Not quite,, but very nearly.

When we do the meditation the mind is

attracted to the place of greatest happiness.

That place is where·

consciousness is.
And is there nothing else in that place?

No, no - there is everything.

It is the place where everything. is

one - where nothing is separate, for everything belongs to a single
whole.

You see, it is the origin of_ everything - the source from

which everything comes.
*see Vol V Latest Intro Papers 2/l7-20
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- How does the half hour's meditation influence what happens
during the day - how does it actually work?
- You can think of it in terms of light, or consciousness.
Consciousness and functions are two quite separate things.* The
meditation unites us with the source of consciousness, and this
influences our functions - it brings more light into them, from above.
You mean our functions work differently in the light?
Yes, quite differently.

Wrong work of :functions is avoided,

unpleasant and unnecessary thoughts, feelings and sensations are
eliminated, life ceases to be a struggle.
- You mean this comes about on its own, without any special efforts
on our part?
- Yes, in fact attempts to change anything deliberately on one's own
actually get in the way.

One has to realise that whatever happens

in the half hour is bound to come out during the day.

One may not

know when or how it will come out, but it will do so.
But how does the meditation know what has to be changed?
That is the interesting thing - it knows much better than we do.
We think we know, out really we have little or no idea.
I think I see what you mean by 'serving two masters•.**
Yes, that's right.

After all, even Christ would never maintain that

he knew - do you remember - "The words that I speak unto you I

s:pe,1'.'fk

not of myself, but the Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the works."

(* see
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** see 3/2)
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- I gather, from what you have said, that the meditation fills us,
with energy in the morning, and then we are left to spend this energy
during the da.y?
- Yes, it is like dipping a. piece of cloth in yellow dye.

When one

has- d.i pped' the G:loth, it is put out in the sun to be fixed.,
of the sun fades i:J;, but same C.'Olour remains.

The lig_llt

By repeating the

process again and again, gradually the a.: olour baaomes stronger, until
eventually it is a full yellow - and then it never fades, however strong
the sun ma.y be.
- Which makes me wonder what the event'ual aim of the meditation is, - where
it will take one eventually?
- Every time-- you do it, you get an answer to that quesi;ion.

You mean, one knows the c:olour of the dye?
Yes,, the ctloth is dipped in the full colour every time, but later, of

course, it fades.
So one really knows l-Jhera it will take one?
Yes·, sooner or later its effects will bec:ome permanent - sooner or
later one's house will be fUll.
- I wonder what that would mean - do you think one's life c:ircums.tances
would change'l
- It is difficult to sa.y, beaause everyone is so different, but certainly
one--' s relation to other paople would change.,
In what way would it change?
One would: be able to help other people.

Helping other people:· is· a

very_ big thing - much, much bigger than everything we have discussed
so far, which is to do with helping oneself.
You mean it is more important?
No, no, they are both important, for the one depends on the other. But
helping other people is on a much bigger seal& - in fact, there is- onlyone thing bigger in scale that man can do.
And what would that be?
Helping mankind.

That is the biggest thing man can do •••••
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- You spoke about helping·otheT people - what did· you actually mean?
- When you a:o the meditation you go inwards, during the day you go
outwards-.

When you go outwards you bec:ome involved with other people.

Sometimesyou can help them, sometimes not.
- Then what does it depend on?
- The energy ycou get-. from the meditation.

- You mean the meditation -tells· one what to do?

- No, one will find it is already done.
Afterwards, onecwonders how
it happened - one finds one has helped people one never c:ould before'•
What kind of· thing do you mean?
Well, suppose one c:ould take away their suffering;, for instance: •• ••
That would be wonderful - is it really possible?

- The med1tation can take awa::, one·'s own suffering, so perhaps one e-.ould
take away other. people,'s

in fact, it might come about in a perfectly

natural way •.
But many, people seem to think that suffering is- nec-essary?
No, suf.fering is not ne-c:essary - that is what Christ's teaching is·

all about.
Then why did he have to suffer?
Christ never su:f:fered - ha· cr.ould not possibly have done so.
us that s:uff"eringisunneaessary, but no-one•understood.

He showed

They t-ook it:

that suffering was right - that it had to be endured.
But surely we cannot avoid suffering?
Above a certain leve,l it does not exist •.
teying to. tell us.

That is what he was·

·3/ l3

- You spoke abo.u ~ getting ba.crk to the origins of· the medita:tion.

What

do you remember about it, as y-ou first heard it-?
- I think the most important thing;- was · happiness - the :fact that it madeo
pe,ople happy-.

- Then was t-hi& a new idea?'
Yes, we were all very serious in those· days - happiness was· almos't taboo.

- Then how did happiness c:ome into it?
- Mainly that if the meditation worked as it should, pe:0ple looked mue-h
happier and younger - also, that this c:ha.nge- in them showed i tse,l:f ve-rysoon - after only a few weeks of meditation.
And did you experienc:-e this·?
- Yes, it was a very definit-e, thing - partio.ularly the realisation that:happiness was: already there- - it already existed in one.
And what els-e was said at that time?

It was said that the method was extremely simple and easy, and anyone
c-ould do it - ala·o that it g:ot one:~ in a few weeks,. to the. sam& place
that thee traditional ways: required years· of· strenuous, effort t ·o., achieve:.
And how d1d ~hat strike pe:0ple-?
Many did not believe, it - and s-o the-y missed the point ..

How do y-ou meanr?;
The point ia· that it· has to be extr.emely simple and e-aay: or it. doe:sn11
0

work.
You mean pe·ople· turned it into something e·lS"e - into s-omething; difficul:t:?
- Yes - the trouble is· really' due- t .o wrong· teachings of the past.

Pe-ople have becen taught for s.o many o:enturies that the spirit:ual life- is
arduous and difficult, and t-hat it requires- sacrif'ic.e- and self discipline·,
that they cannot· get fr·e:e:- f:r-om this ide,a., and it stands in th&ir way.

- Then isnt. it really· like that?
- No, it is just tha opposite.

The spiritual side, of' our natur& is

alr:e-ady there· - it only- has to be, unc,overed.

- You mean, everyone has, it?
- Yes, sometime-a it shows itself more than at othe,r- times, and in.· some,
people it is clearer than in others.

But it is there·, without question.

You have, only· to look at little· children and y,,ou will see what I mean:.
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Was anythir...g else said about the meditation, when you were first given it?
Yes, man;y things.

People asked how to repeat the mantra, for instance . -

the--y wanted' to know the right attitude to it.
And what answer a.id they ge-t?

They were told to repeat it innocently.

This was in fact related to

another thing, which was emphasised very strongly.
And what was that?
The importance of c·oming to the half hour's meditation without an:,
preconceived ideas.
You mean, id.eas about where it would take one:?
Yes·, people asked., for instance, whether one should have one,1 s aim in
mind while doing it, or try to remember the nature of the transcendent.
And what was the reply?
- No, not good.

One should go straight into it as if one had never done

it before.
Then what was the reason for this?
It is something very fundamental which is noi; genera.lly, unders.tood.

By

thinking about the nature of the transcendent - by holding it in mind - one•
builds a false picture of it, and this picture stands- in the w~.
But what is the alternative?
To go there instead.
You mean, like visiting a new country.

If one tries· to imagine it·

beforehand, one usually gets it wrong?
- Yes, matiy' religious· and esoteric methods do just this - they build a sort
of c:oc:oon in people,' s minds c.onnec-ted with higher aims- and spiritual ideas• a c:oc:-oon which is quite unreal.
And this· preve~ ts them from getting any :further?:
Well, yes· - it prevents them from reaching the transcendent.· during:
meditation.

Actually, t he·· c.oc:oon is in the surface of the mind, and:

B'.O

it stands in the wa::,.
Then what c:an be done about it?
Just repeat the mantra. innocently.

You see:, we d.ont know - we really,

have no idea what the kingdom of heaven is like.

It isnt the kind of place

we thought it was - it is- ever so much nicer and more attractive.
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Tell me, is this method the only way to reach the source of happiness·?

Oh no,.

Ever since the· d'awn of his-tory man has be-elll trying to reach the

source of happiness.
0

He has given his life in seareh of it, spent.- years

in seclusion, practised rigorous d!ise.:iplines, saari.£icecl all: his; posses:sions,,
even his name ••••••
- And yet you sey it is possible to r-each it- by· this met-hod, without a;nyr

hardship, without axzy- -sacrif'ic:et and in t-he ordinary c:onditions of.• life:?
- YeS',. it is, quite, possible·..

You see·, there is something: which man has

always: missed.

And what is· that?
It is na:tural for man t:o come under the in:fluenee, of higher levels,, and

t·o find the source• of' happiness.

That is why they ware given him.

- Then did the way of finding: them get los'.'C?
- Yes, t-he great teachers of· mankind: knew all about it, and they were able
to show people how to do it'.

But after they had died the·ir- f'oll.owe:rs

inevitably got it wnong.

Then what

Ya$

i~ actually went wrong-?

If we• knew that, we might- prevent' it.- happening again.

But- tha.re are

certain indications·.
What kind of' indications do you mean?
The essential t-hing a;bout t-his me-t:hod is that it "t-torks from the top

d'ownwards·o

By reaching· the source, of' happiness during; meditation, the

mind is saturated with this, happiness,. and
during-· the:- day.

vhis, a.ffec-tft. one's' actions:

But- suppose· people ~r-or s:_ome reason or. other aa:-a unable

to reaoh the source of' happiness, they will be-gin trying to simulate• it:s:

effects·,. and will find they have t-o depend on various disciplines in·, onder
t-o do s,o.

Sooner or later these disc·iplines. will become more important

than the rneclitation itself,. and eventually, the medita:tion will

be_,

:ll"org.otten.

What do y,ou actually mean by:r 1 disc,iplinea·'?

Methods which depend' on will.

Trying: to contr-ol one's, t"hought.s, trying

to hold one,' s attention,. trying.- t-o keep c:ertain aims in mind.

But is· there a.nyt:hing· wrong with disc::iplines of. t:his kind?
They t:ake, one· away fcrom the med:itation.

see what I meaii:.

Think about it, and· y:-ou will.
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- Tell me,, where did the meditation aome from?·

How far ba.o:k in history

does it· go?
*
- tfo-one- knows, exactly, but we are t-old that the· te-ach.ing· given; to Ar;ji.ula
by Lordi Krishna in the Bhagavad-Gita, some 5,000 years ag_o-, was based on

~h& principles of· t.ha meditation.

Af"ter i:thia e~ic period the medi.tation

was· lost·, and' it· was- not ti.11 Buddha appeared, many centuries- later, t:hat

it was, redisc~ver~d.
-· I wonder how it was red.i~overedt?- One imagings, iihat Buddha was high enougp. in level t.o understand.

iihe

princ.iples- underlying it..
- Them whai; would thEm&· pri,naiples- be?

- Tliey are connec-ted with Reing..

Rignt thought a:nd right aation depend

on Reing - it has t-o be that we:y round.

Given a me-thod whic-h raises- the

level of man's- Bei.ng~ right though-t-- and right- action will follow naturally
B:ut inev.itab:ly, soonerand happiness and pea.ce- will come t.o mankind •.
or later, man gets it the wrong way up - he mis'takes the e.f'feo-i; :for the
cause.
lie b.e-gins· to teach right -thought and right a.a.tio~ in the be-lie:f
that t-hey wtll lead to Being.
But this is- not- posaible - it is:
somet-hing wnch could never happen.
- Then was it the followers of Buddha who got it the: wr·ong. way up'2
- YeS;, their teachingac led t-o many unneaessa;ry disciplines and wrong; ideas.
It. was not· till Shallkara appeared several centuries, later t:hat Be;i.ng wasestablished ona.e· again as: t:he underlying c.ause: of: tight action.

It· was

he who established four principal seats of. learning in the four crorners
of India, wi t-h a Shankaraeha.rya in aommand of eacil..
- And :then was it lost again?

- Yes, the technique of. deep meditation as we· were given it was lost. until
the e·arly- part of this century, when Guru Deva redis-a-overed it:.

It is

said that a group o:f' people developed the method, under his, influence, as
a te~hnique whic:h was suitable :for the West.
* See also the Preface to the Translation & Commentary
on the Bhagavad- Gita by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi ,1969
Penguin Books
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Is it a gpod thing to do the meditation with other people?:
Well, people d'o,

o:ut

it is not necessarily a good thing.

Then would you say it is· be-tter to do it alone.~

It should be done alone for two periods every day.

It is· an individual

thing.
How do you mean?
When you do it you go inwards;

when you are:· with other people y.,ou go

outwards, - it is- something: different-.
Then how d.oes the result o~· going inwa....-d.a express i "tiself outwardly'?
Thz,ougll the · attention.

inwards by the mantra;

When y:ou go inwards the - attention is attracted,

when you go outwards - the attention ie attracted!

outwards by what one sees and experiences in the-· world around one..

Then ie the quality of the· attention . ~ e d by gping- inwards-?
Yes·, the eff.~c:t of going inwards - of transcending - is, to widen th&
a:ttention, and to improve its quality.

- Then would you aa:y that after meditation one is- able to piclc up a wideT
range · of impressions _than before?
- Yes,, one 93Cperienc-ea· many higher impressions which one did not know
eristed.

- You mean this cromea naturally: - or should one try to control one's:
attention? ·

- It <romes.. naturally.-.

Trying to control one's, attention is- a grea-t

mistake •.

Why is that?
Ideally, n.-othing should c .orne between one and what one· is. d·oing.

to o:ontrol one's attention puts- something in-between.

Trying_
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Do you mean it

- You sa;, the meditation is an individual thing.
can be· done by anyone on their own?
- Strictly speaking, yes·.
respe<rl.

The meditation is quite, unique in this

Onae the techniquec is established, it does not depend on

other people.
- Wha"t do you mean when you aa;, it does not depend on other people?

- You ma.v not realise' it, but pra.ctio:ally all other methods· depend on
working with other people in an organisation, under the direct guidance
of a teaeher.

The meditation is different - once it is established i~

ia not dependent on anyone except oneself.

In fact, we were told iiI

can take, one· 'all the wa;r'.
But is there• anything against belongj.ngto an organisation?

No, pl"ovided one is not dependent on it. ·

Organisations· are, strange-

things- they hav& their own laws - t~ey start .one

wa.v,

and grow int-o

aomething quite a:ifferent - s-0mething whieh was· never intend:ed.
But ient -that true,- of the · mad.ii tat ion itself?

No, not individually.

For those who ara- doing it, it has the quality

of being self - aorre~ive.

But of aouree the organisation which give•

it to people <tan change its charaotor, and' then people are given it wrong.

- Then what can be d'one about it?
- Get back to the point from which it started.

It is in the starting:

point of all new endeavours that their true meaning can be found.

Very

quickly afterwards- their meaning begins to change, and after only a- :few
years· this meaning has got loet.
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- Is there any special knowledge available with this method?
- Yes, there is a great deal of knowledge available, from a number
of· different souro.es.
- Then how much of this knowledge· is needed by· those who are practising

the meditation?'
At first, only crertain
- It depends how long; one has- been doing it·.
things &re· nee.essary, later- one· will need more and more.
- You mean one c.-ould have · t'oo much knowledge?
- Ye1:J, too muoh knowledge• without a e'Orresponding change- in one's being
would' lead to misund:ersta.nding;.

Knowledge and being· must C'hange· in equal

proportion.
- What do you mean by

1

beillg'.1 ?

- Being is what you are - knowledg.e is what you know.

If' you change the

leve:l of' your being you will be able · to know more - always· provided the
right knowledge is available.

If your being remains on the same· level

your knowledge will also remai.n the same.

Even if it is very special

knowledge you will take it en the: same, level as everything: e:lse.
- Then how can one change the, level or· one's beill€?:
- That is the purpose of the meditati~n.

The meditation works on being, ~

work on knowledge is something quite diff'erent·.

But they have t.o g,o on

side by side, because both are needed f'or understanding.

Understanding:

is- the mean between knowledge and being.

- But h-0w .can one tell the level of one's being?
- One cant - at least, not direc~ly. .

One· can only tell through knowledge,.

- You mean, i:f one begi-na to understand' things1 better.?
- Yea-, if' one·, :finds- that the meaning of oertain truths suddenly bec::omes,
clearer - that i-s a si..gn that the med.' itat ion has:. had an effect.
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- You speak about the level of our knowledge and our being, but what
do you actually mean by 'level'?:
- I mean level of materiality.

People realise - that different substances,
like earth, food, water, air, for instance, are on different levels, but
they cannot see that thoughts, actions and emotions are also on different

levels, _and that people themselves · and everything· they do - their works
of art, their writings, their activities, even their actual movements
vary tremendously in level and are often quite incompatible with each other.
- You mean that we tend to take everything on the same level?
- Yes, it is something whieh man has forgotten.
- But how does this relate to the meditation?
- In a vecy direct way.
The meditation tra.ns£or.ms the level of_ the mind,
and so

one notices these differences in level. much moro - one notices

them during the day.
Yes·, I -~

noticed t1:1,at, and it -makes life much more intere~ting.

But

I dont understand how the meditation can have this effec:t _- it is vecy
mysterious.
- It is really q~ite simple.

Imagine that when you sit down to do the

med:ita1;ion the mind is filled with matter of a low level.
Evecy
t.ime you repeat the mantra a. little higher matt·e-r will be added to the
1:ower, , until eventually the mind will contain higher and lowe-r .matter
And s-o when you get up from doing the·
in the right proportion.
meditation you will see the world quite differently - you will se-e it'_

in much greater depth.
- But where does the high level ms;tter · e.-oroe f':r..om?

- From deeper levels of the mind, which ·the mantra is able to reaoh.

In

the ordinary way these deeper levels are inna-ccessible to us, and so the
matt~ they CX>ntain can never be used.
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- C~uld you s-a;, what level~ of energy the mind c~ntains:?
- It c.-ontaiu a great man;r levels, but one can distinguish four categories.

'l'he lowest - and the slowest in its f'un~ion - is that which works the
ordanar;r l<>sioal mind.
- Then what is the next level?
- The, next level works at much greater speed.

This- leve:l serves

our moving and instinc1;ive functions, our f'~linga and seuationa.
It is
where many of our dreams belong - dreams which g-o on b,rdq a.swell u night.
- Is this the a:rea which the mantra leaves behi:ad?:
- Yes:, it il!t rather like- a c:loud which the, mantra goes through, to re:ao.h
the sunlight beyond it".

Is that wher& the sunlight is?
- Yes, on this· level the, thing one notices moat is happiness - a happiness
which ia, ind.:epenclen.t of our outaide c:iroumstanoes.
- Th&n is t'his level emotional?
- Yes:,, but it is· quite ditferent from our usual icfea of· emotion - it has
no negative aicfe - no a-onnection. with 011r instinetiv•• aotioJlS'.. llor- is it . ·
- Then what is, the third level like'?

on.ly emotional' - -~ver.ything· cresAive., every-thing -new in li?e

,CtOJDBG·

f1"Clll,.

this· level.
- And what about the fourth level?

- The f'ourth is tbe highest level of energy whioh the 1!lind ~ontains.. Unlike
the third• level, which is cone,erned with oneself', thet'ourth level is
concerned with the universal nature of' things·.
It involves- upansioa:
from t ·h e personal to the· universal.
- Then are there~ higher level& than these?
- lea, there is the,, level ot· the universe itself' - a level of enera too
tine- for the mind to o:ontain.
'fhiswould be the level, perhaps, at
which the mantra transcends.
And above this again ia th& absolut& - 1he
level f'romwhich the universe was aoneeived, before it came- into being.
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- You were speaking about different levels of matter, in relation to
the med'ita-tio:ir.

How would you actually describe them?

- I expect you. have noticed that the mantra changes· its quality?

- Yes, I have, but· it is d!if'f' icult t-o describe· in words:.
- No need to d:o

B"O -

it is· above the level of· words-.

pass· through different- materialitie-s.

But it d:oe:s actually-

If you want t-o prove it for yutlrS'e·lf'·,

d'ont worry about the half hour - eee· what happens during the dlay - see ·
whether your impressions ar~ any different-.
- I sometime:s notice-- when• I am· doing the meditation that it S'eema t-o expand

int-o B'omething: much bigger, and this feeling-remains with me afterwards-.
- Yes', that 1 8" right.

Its· on the highest level that this happens;.

- Then how can you explain. it?
There are many levels or materiality

within us -

levels which

actually exis-t all the time, but we are not always aware· of them.

Th&

lowest and most obvious is· that of ordinary thought - languag&, ideas,
o:onc.epts and so on •

This level seems. to be peculiar to man.

- You mean it does not: exist in nature-, for instance?
- No, the language· of. nature iB' different: - it is- more c-,0neerned with

instincts and intui-tt-on-, feelings

and]

sensations, sme-11, toueb., colour,

shape- and= things of that kind.
- But· it:- also exists, in us-,?
- Yes, very much S'O.

But there ia a much higher level bf'materiality which

man possesses-- - that of' positive emotion , happiness or bliss.
is· more orea~ive- - higher than nature's world.

This, level

On this, level everything:

is positive - nothing negative exists.
I dont · quite see- what this means?
It means that one is, above the level.of suffering - ®nsequently- it
beo.nmes- possible to help other people.

But the most noticeable thing:

a.bout it iS" the extraordinary inner happiness it brings.
-

And is there any level higher than this-?

Yes, the highes-t level is no longer personal, it is universal.

It is-

this level which gives the feeling- of expansion you describe.
- Then i-s it beyond man 1 s- personal existenc:e?
- No, it is simply a. reflection of his spirit - of that part of him which
exists independently- of the c:oming and going of the physical body.
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- It seems from what you have said, that going from a lower level
t·o a higher level is a natural tendency.
I always thought it was
the opposite.
- Yee, that is· one of the mistakes people make.

Going from a lower

to a higher level requires a state of rest - a passive state, not an
active one •
. - Why is this?

- When the body is-, at rest it tend.et~ normalize itself - 1to put everything
back into harmoey and equilibrium.
- But what makes it do so?
- If it reaches a state of equilibrium it exper~encres bliss' - that is

why it tends to go in that direa.tion.
And is the same thing true· of the mind?
If the mind learns how to unite itself with the body it also experienaes
bliss·.
- But how does it learn to do that?
It is the mantra which attracts the mind
- By following the mantra.
to those- deeper sources of energy- which regulate the body - sources which
are .normally innacoessible to us.

Without the mantra, the mind would

know nothing about it.
- You mean as in sleep, for instance?

- Tes, in sleep the body may experiences bliss, ..but the mind' is· not:
aware of it.-.

- So the mantra is really the clue to the whole thing?
- Yes, that is why we have to leave everything t'o the mantra - it woulo3
ba· impossible te get there on our own.
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- When you 88.'Y that the mantra attracts our attention to these higher
levels·, do you mean that our attention expands?
- Yes, if' you like to put it that wq.
Usually our attention is o~nfined
to a very small area of the mind, and it is- oceupied with dull and negativct
thoughta,.
l3y uniting it, for two periods every dq, with higher level• of
energy, one inareas:-es .:the a.ompass of the mind, and it sees things- in a
clifferent light.
- I often :find, during the dlas', that some personal problem keepa on recur:ring:
- Yes, that is what I mean.
One's· attention get~ stuck to it, and the
crompass of the mind gets smaller and' smaller.
- So what ia the best thing to do?
- Juri repeat the mantra.

- You really think that would help?
- Yes, the mantra o:ollects all the d'i ff' erent voic.es in T,OU, and 11ergeJ1· them.
together int-o a larger whole-.
When -they are seen in this wq, the: problam
ciisappeara· - it has solved itself.
- Would it be the third level - the level of positive emotion - from whiah
the answer c-oJHB?
- Yea,, probably.
The third level belongs to a- much larger world.
- And so it is a~le to see things in a different ligJit?
- Yea~ you remember Christ's woms in the, Sermon on the· ~ount- "Ye have
heard_; that it hath been said, An ey~ for an eye, and a tooth for a too'th;
But- I sq unto 7ou, that y.e·- resist not evil •••• "
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How does the meditation work - does anyone actually know?
Those who invented it must have known, but that was a long time ago.
But are there any principles on which it is based?
Yes indeed.

The principle of unity is perhaps· the most important.,

How do you mean?
Everything about the meditation is based on unity.

The method itself

is designed to unify t4.e mind - to make it one-pointed.

If the technique'

is done correctly, it will have the effect of enabling ~he whole mind to
be applied to the solution of problems, instead of isolated parts of the
mind.
Would this mean that the feeling of contradiction is eliminated?
Yes, it would mean that inner contradictions are avoided.

A great deaL

of wasted energy and suffering is caused by these contradictions between
different parts of the mind.

People turn naturally to others for help

and advice, but who is there nowadays to give this advice?
You mean one would know - one would always know what was right?
Yes, there would be no question.
Then does the principle of unity apply to the actual technique?
Yes, you may not have realised it, but the whole method is designed, from
beginning to end, to be carried out without effort or struggle.

As far

as one knows, this method is quite unique in this respect.
- So if one finds, when doing it, that some conflict or inner struggle
arises, one knows something is wrong?
- Yes, exactly.

This is something quite opposite to most of the traditional

ways, many of which are actually based on cnnflict.
- But how could this be, that different ways to the same place are based on
such opposite methods?
- It is a question of knowledge.

The meditation is based on a very high

level of knowledge - much higher than anything we have,met before - and
those who invented it were men of a very high level of being.

But those

who followed after them did not always understand, and so the meditation
got lost.

From time to time it has become lost and redisc-overed, the

most reaent to rediscover it being Guru Dev, in the early part of this
oentury,.
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- What are the laws on which the meditation is based?
The most important is the law of three.
What is the law of three?
One of the most fundamental laws of the universe.

For anything to

happen, for any event to ta..~e place, three different states of matter
have to come together.
What do you mean by •~~ates of matter'?
Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state, or a passive state)
or a third or neutral state.

In relation to each other, matter in an active

state is highest in level, matter in a passive state is lowest, and matter
in a neutral state is intermediate.

Only when these three s:tates of matter

c~me together does anything happen - does an actual event take place.
Can you give me an example of what you mean?
Well, take the process of evaporation , in the biosphere.

Water - the

water over the earth's surface - is in a passive state, radiation from the
sun is active - it causes the water tQ_evaporate - and water vapour is the
third or neutral state.

It forms into clouds and eventually pxecipitates

over the earth's surface in the form of rain.
And water in. this :ff.brm is different from the first?
Yes, it is distilled, or purefied.

As we know, it is essential for plants.

It has life giving properties.
- So the whole process is one of distilling - of separating fine matter
from coarse?
- Yes, there are many similar processes, bnt the point is that it has a
certain order.

It starts with matter in a passive state, and :follows wii;-h

matter in an .active state, ending with matter in a neutral state.
And the end product is higher in level than the matter from which it started?
Yes, out there has to be matter on a very high level in between - what is
sometimes cmlled a 'cracking' agent in certain industrial processes.
But are there other processes which have a different order?
Yes, there are six different kinds altogether.
Why six kinds?
Because three elements can only combine in six different ways.

You may

not believe it, but there are only six essentially different things which
can happen, in the whole universe.
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- What

you say about different processes, is very interesting, but how

does it relate to the meditation?
- The technique of meditation is a-process - it is very exact.

The one who

is meditating is passive, the mantra is active, and the effect of meditation
the bliss, or the special energy which comes from doing it - is neutral - it
brings the other two elements tog~ther.
come together as one, the purpose

When these three states of matter

of meditation is achieved.

Then do they combine in a certain order?
Yes, it is this which.. determines the nature of the event which takes place.
One

starts by being passive, and when one is passive the mantra comes to one.

As one continues to repeat it, the third state becomes more and more evident
the bliss which comes from meditation grows naturally - one does not induce
it in any way.
Then is there another order which would produce a different effect?
Yes, if one starts by being passive as before, but tries deliberately to
induce a certain state, by holding something in mind or remembering some~hing,
or making a picture of what one wants, then the active energy required to
obtain it will be roleased, and' one will find one is· left ,~i th
desire.

a

certa-d.n

This is a completely different kind of process, suitable for many

different purposes in life, but not for this method of meditation.
You mean, with the first kind one has. no particular aim in mind?
One finds out where it is
One puts oneself in the hands of the mantra.
:taking one when one gets there - one does not know beforehand.

You may not

realise it, but the picture we have of our aim is almost entirely false.
Much better to go there instead.
What do you mean, 'go there instead'?
Follow the mantra.
Ist.

2nd.

It will take one to what one really is - to oneself.
3rd.

passive ••••••••• active ••••••••• neutral

(purification, distilling)

passive ••••••••• neutral •••••••• active

('magic', ima:ginatipn)

active •••••••••• passive •••••••• neutral

(preation, building a house)

active •••••••••• neutral •••••••• passive

(destruction, burning a house)

neutral ••••••••• passive •••••••• active

(inspiration, remembering)

neutral ••••••••• active ••••••••• passive

(disintegration, 'crime')
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Are there any other principles on which this method is based?
Yes, it is based on the law of three.
What is the law of three?
One of the most fundamental laws of the universe.

For anything to happen,

for any event to take place, three different states of matter have to
come together.
What do you mean by 's.tates of matter'?
Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state; or a passive
state, or a third or neutral state.

Only when matter in each of these thnee

states comes together does anything happen - does an actual event take place.
I dont see what you mean by a 'neutral state'?
The neutral state is usually that which brings the other two together, but
it is often hidden from us.
Then what is it that determines the nature of the event?
The nature of the event is determined by the order in which the three
states of matter ~ombine.
Can you give an example?
Well, in this method of meditation the one who is meditating is passive,
the mantra is active, and the bliss which belongs to the meditation is
neutral - it surrounds them both and brings them together.

When these

three states of matter come together as one, the· ·purpose of meditation
is achieved.
You mean they combine in a certain order, the order pass:ive -active.-neutral?
Yes, one starts by being ~assive, an~ when one is ~assive the mantra comes

to one.

As one continues to ropeat the mantra the third state becnmes more

and more ,evident - it grows naturally - one does not induce it in any way.
Then is there another order which woulc:3 produce a different effec:'t?
Yes, the order passive -neutral -active.

In this case one starts as before

by being passive, but one tries to hold in mind a state one wishes- to attairr,."

'I'his can be done in a number of different ways - by repeating a prayer, for
instance, or simply by remembering something or somebody.
the effec-t produced is essentially different

But in any case

the end product is active

energy, quite unlike that produced by the technique of meditation.
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- It seems to me that the difference between these two processes you
have just described is a very subtle one.
Yes, the trouble is you may quite easily mistake one for the other •.
Then how can one tell?
In this method of meditation one does not know where it will take one.

In

other methods one has a definite aim in mind.
You mean, one has no ~efinite aim, with this method?
One pu~s oneself in the hands of the mantra.

One finds out where it is

ta.1<:ing one when one gets there - one does not know beforehand..
Is that why it seems more real?
Yes, you may not realise it, but the, pirlure we., have .or our aim is a1mos::t
entirely false.

Even a little glimpse of what things are really like

can show us t 'h is

it can show us that certain ideas we had are all wrong •.

So tha-t is why it is useless to formulate o_u r a-im?
Yes, better to go there instead.
What do you mean, to go there instead?
Follow t 'he:- mantra.

It will take one to wha-t one really isc - to oneself.

But how does- one remember this ai; other times?
There is no need.

When it is really needed, the· ma."1.tra will come to one.

There is nothing we have- to do.
But are there other processes than these?
Yes, there are six essentially different kinds.
Why only six?
Because three elements can only combine in si:x: different wa;;.,s.

You may

not believe it, but essentially there are only si:x: different things which
can happe;n, ~nywhere in the universe, on any scale.

Sooner or later we

shall discover what they are, but if you can understand the d.ifference ,
between these two, the rest will be easy.
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- Tell me, is the meditation a wa:y of increasing one's knowledge?
Yes, it certainly is - in fact, one might almost say that the purpose
of the meditation is knowledge.
- Row do you mean?
I mean different levels of knowledge.

What we think of as knowledge

in the ordinary wa:y is all on one level - there are many much higher
levels we know very little about.
- Then how do we discover what they are?
By doing the meditation.

It is the meditation which supplies the energy

required for higher levels of knowledge.

That is why, when you have been

d;oing it for some time, you begin to see things in a new way.
- You mean things that happen during the day?
Yes, during meditation of course one simply follows the mantra.

When

one follows the mantra it talces one to higher and higher levels.
But how does one know what level one is on?
I expeat you have noticed that the mantra changes its quality?
Yes, I have, but it is difficult to describe in words.
- No need to do so - it is above the level of words.
pass through many difterent levels of materiality.

But it does actually
If you want

to prove - it f'or- yourself, see whether yolll" impressions a:re

any·

d1:ff'erent:

during the day-.
- I sometimes notice when I am doing the meditation that it seems to expand
into something much bigger, and this feeling remains with me afterwards.
- Yes, that's
right - that is when one reaches higher levels.
.
.

As one

repeats the mantra its materiality changes - it bec'Omes finer and finer.
Eventually it is too fine for the mind to grasp, and so it seems to disappear.
But does it really disappear?
Maybe not, but we are no longer aware of it.
Transcrendental Meditation.

That is why it is called
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I dont think I really understand what knowledge is?
Take it in a very simple wa:y - how d.o you know things?
I would sa:y there are different ways of knowing things.

Certain things

one knows through reason and calculation, other things one knows thr.o ugh
the senses - through shape and c'Olour, touch, taste,, hearing and so on.
- Y.e s, but there is -a bigg13r :field. of· knowledge than either of these there is the field of pure emotion.
What do you mean by 'pure emotion'.
I ·mean positive emotion - happiness, ecstasy, bliss.
I had never thought of that as knowledge.
It is a very important

Wa;f

of knowing things.

One can learn more in a

few moments of ecstasy than one oan in a lifetime of logical thought.
I begin to see what you mean - it is a higher form of cognition.
Yes, but there is a still higher form.
And what would that be?
The highest level is no longer personal, it is universal.

It is this

level which gives the feeling of expansion you describe.
You mean it is beyond man's personal existence?
Yes and no.

It is beyond that part of us which is subject to birth

and death, and in this sense it is

beyond our pers-onal -existence.

But

it is much more ourselves than we are, if you see what I mean.
Then what kind of knowledge belongs to this level?
Memory.
I dont quite

understand.

If memory was clear enough, one would know everything - one would know
both the past and the future.
You mean all knowledge is really remembering?
Yes, it. would· certainly seem to be so.
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Tell me, are there different approaches to knowledge?
Yes, there are ·.

There a.re three very broad. categories, of knowledge •,

which have existed since the beginning of time.

The first is· conc.e rned

· with the origin of' · things - with the way things are created and c·ome into
being. .

This approach is connected with levels· - with the fact that

everything comes in its· origin from a higher source, and moves from
higher to lower levels·, as it bee-omes, manifest.,
- Then does the higher source - the origin of things - contain both g .o od
and evil?
- No, no.

It is above the level of evil.

In its origin everything .

is good.
Then tell me more - tell me what the second approach is about?
The erec:ond appr-oach is concerned1 with the nature of things - with that
which they are in themselves.
But what does the nature of things depend on?
It depends- on the arrangement of the elements of whi~h ·they consist.
Then does everything consist, basically, of the same elements-?
- Yes·, fundamentally everything depends on the c-oming together of· three·
elements.
- I would. like to know more about this.

But tell me, first, what the-

third kind of knowledge is all abou~?
- The third category is c,oncerned with the relation between things · - with
their meaning and purpose in relation to each other, and to the larger

whole·, to ':fhich they belong.
Then what does this rele:t ionship depend: on?

It depends on their relative dimension.

Everything is wha1; it-- is, only

within certain dimensional limits.
- You mean dimensions of time?
Yes·, time and: size-.

Everything has its own t ·ime , and everything has

a . d;imensional relation to everything· :else.

It is- thi& which

determines its meaning and purpose in the scheme off thingSc.

Tho

universe, from this point of view, is a period of dimensions •.•••
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- 'I'hese three categories of knowledge you were describing - how do they
c:ona-ern us in everyd.ay life?
- They concrern us very much, particularly in connection with the meditation.
The first category, for instance"'.' every time you do the meditation you go
towards, the origin of things - towards the source from which everything·
comes·.
- So it might be possible to obtain direc·t proof of the existence of that _
source?
- Yes·, indeed, in fact since you have been doing the meditation dont you
fee·l you have that proof, even though you cannot describe it in words?
Yes, I do.

I know it really exists.

Yet some people seem to question i1;

Naturally they do, because they have never been there.
You mean they have never gone beyond the first or the second level you
were d.escribing?
- Yes, although it- is possible they .really know all about it, but their
logical minds refuse to accept it.

The purpose of the meditation is to

e:onnec:t these different levels together - to make the mind work as one.
- I was thinking as you said that -

isnt. this approach' the c:oncern of all

the great religions - isnt it a religious approach?
- Yea, it is.

Moat people turn to religion for an answer to this question -

the question who it is who created us, and how we came into being.
And what answer can religion give them?
Religion answers this question through faith.

It says, if you have faith

you will know the answer,
And· iB"· that really· true?
Yes, it is.

Real faith is not a hoa."t - it is not imagination - it- is

simply a function of the human mind - a higher form of cognition.
- Then how does one get faith?
- You have it already - from the meditation.

You have just told me Bo ••••
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- It is- the second category of knowledge I find a•ifficul t to understand could you say more about it?

You mean, about the nature of things?
Yes, about that which they are in themselves ..

Would this perhaps be ·

more the concern or· art than religion?

- Yeg, it is s-omething whic-h every artist knows instinctively.
- •rhen is, art also a form of knowledge-?
- Y.es, most d'efinit·ely - a very high form of:' knowledge - a means of

expressing tru~h.

But what does the nature· or· thines depend on?
It depend.s on the c:oming together of three elements - on the way in

which three elements c:ombine.
Can you give me an example of what you mean?
Yes:-, take c-olour, for instance.

• The real nature of a c·olour depend.a·

on the relative strength - the predominanc:e - of three basic· c·oloura· - thrseprimaries., red, ye-l low and blue.

From these three primaries all the

d:ifferent shades· of colour in the spectrum can be obtained.
Then does this principle apply to other things as we ll?
0

Yes, it

applies to everything, and particularly to the meditation •.

But how can it apply to the meditation?

In the med!i tat ion there are three things· - there is· the one who is
med.itating, the mantra, and t -h e objec.t

of· meditation.

It was said that

when these thre-e things crome together as one, the purpose of meditation
has been achieved'.,
You mean, like t'hr-ee colours· merging together to form a single tone?
Yes, first the- one who is med'itating loses himself in t'he mantra, and
t'hen event'ual~y· the mantra loses · itself' in t'he transcendent.

happens, unity

or· the

mind is achieved.

When t-his
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- You said that the first category of knowledge is the concern ofF'
religion, and the second category is the concern of art.

What is· the-·

thir~ category cronc~rned with?
- It is· the concern of science.
ways- to knowledge-.

Science, art and religion are the three

When they come together, man disc'Overs truth. •

- Then are they usually separate?

- Yes, they are usually in conflict with each other - and. so the·· truth
is forgotten.
- But what ia~ the third. category all about?

How does it differs· from

the.• other two?
- The third; aa;teg-ory iEF the beginning and end o:tr all knowledge-·.
way of· approaching the-, objective meaning· o:f' the world -

It i$'. a

of' undierstand'ing-

the wor-ld' as· it: real]_y,-is, independent.-ly of· man's viewpoint.
But how can this: be ffone-?
In two ways· - outwardly and' inwar~ly.

Inward'ly it is· possi.ble to :fl"ind]

it through the· me~itation,. but on~ has· no way of expre~sing what one hasf·ound..

If outwardly the right framework of' knowledge· is available, then

1that which one-- finda-, inwardly oan be- expressed·.,
- But what kind of' framework do you mean?
- A :framework into which all knowledge, can be put ..... a symbol, if' you like
to call it -that.
- You mean it would ino:lude eve.rything?

- Yes,, it would ina::lud'e all three categories- of knowledge..

You may not

realise it, but the-re is virtually no place in the world: wher& a-11 three
catego~es·_ can be- found toge1;her-.

I
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- You spoke of a framework into which all knowled.ge can be put.

What

kind of framework had you in mind?
- Imagine a crircle, and within the circle a number of concentric rings,
with a point in the centre.
of knowledge.

This is a symbol of the first ca:tegory

( see 4/l6a)

- You mean:, the neare~ one is to the c:entTe, the higher the level?
- Yes·, and at the centre itself is the origin of things - the source
from which everything o-omes.
And what do the radial lines ref er t:o?
They are a symbol

o:r.· the seaond category of knowledge,.

- You mean, the c.oming together of three elements?
- Yes, and you will see that the nearer the c.entre- one is, the nearer thes-e
thr.ee ei.ements are to each other, ancl· at •the centre it.self they are one.
- Then dbes· t'he creation of.' everyt'hing depend on the c'Oming togethen of
Is that how -t'he· univera-e· was- created?
Yea,, but' it ia-, not' the., only universe.
Then where, are the- othens?
Each point on the c.i.roumference of the o:ircr.le is a universe - a wor-ld.
Each of these worlds is built- on the same- pattern as the greatest, whieh
0

contains· a;-11 tne, others wi t-hin it-.

That is where, the-· third category of

knowledge begins.
You mean, ea-eh point crontains the same prinC'iples' as the whole diagram?
Yes, the same· levels:, the s:ame interplay of' three elements, the sameworlds,•••
- Thew what. is· the diffrereno.e between them?
- They ea-eh erist in their own space aµd; their- own time.
Then where- d·o they exist?

That is the whole· point - there is: only one world.

AndJ yet it cnnt ains

these t-en dif'.:ferent worlds wi t'hin it'.
You mean they interpenetrate each other?
Yes:, they are present· everywhere, on every level and on every scale.

4/ 16a
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- You said' tha~ each point on the ciroumference of the circle is a different
world, or enti.ty, and thlrl each of the«e entities exists in its own space

and: it-s· own time.

Could you describe what they are?

( see 4/l?a)

- Actually there are ten worlds, or entities, in the universe known to us,
andJ their spatial relation to each other - their relative size - is in

constant proportion.

At point

o,

at the· top of the diagram, is the

atomic nucleus, which on this scale-, is, about the smallest aomplete
entity known.
And what is the next?

At point I is the molecule.

A water molecule, for instance,. is some•

30,000 t:imee · larger than the nucl.eus of' the, atom.
And what comes next in size?
A typical cell -

the germ cmll for instance - which is · some 30,000 times-

larger than the moleanle.
That would be at point 2.

Then what i-s point 3?

Point 3 is- a man - roughly a metr-e in size •••

And point 4?
Point 4 ia interesting - it is
diameter.,

And point

a;

unit-· of. nature, some 30 kilometres· in

One can think of. it as· an en.'Ological system, if:' you like •.

5?

Point 5 is a· planet, an ea.rt h.

Our own earth is smaller than average,

but if you ino:lud'e the moon's orbit, its d°iame-ter is:- about this· size.,

And what about point 6?
Point 6 is the solar system.

You will see- that man is· midway in size

between the solar system and the atomic· nucleus.
And: point

7?

Point 7 is, a typical star cduster

a grouping of'· stars, in the· Milky Way.

And point 8?
Point 8 is, a galaxy, like the Milky Way itself.
And' s-o what is point

9?

Point 9 is the one universe - the All. - whic.h crontains:· all the · others
within it.,
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- I find it very strange that the world in which we live should contain

all these entitie:s of such enormously dif'l"erent s~ze.
- Yes, and time too.

(s ee 4/18a )

But it is· only because of their. different- times that
They are - all c-~nnected together in a

these entities can exist together.

great cmain, from one end of the universe t 'o the otner.
- Can you explain what you mean?
- YeB', each entity has 'four periodic· timeS' - its: li-: ftetime, its day and night.,

its breathing, and: its-- time of receiving impressions.

Thes-e four periodic

times, interc-onne<rl with e-ach other throughout-· the univera-e.

- Then would that be the way in which energy passes· 0-:Cm one entity to the
next?·

- Yes, take man, for instance.

Man feeds on c:.e1ls-, he breathes· moleeules,,

and' he re-c:-eives , impre-ssiomr f.rorn a:toms-· and electrons-.

The· lifetime of each

entity cror:renpond's: t:o the· periodic, time of· each f-une,1;ion. .

It is, all.

be2.utifully timed: s-o that energy can be, exchanged ..
- And is- the s-ame thing" true; of· the enti t ·ie:B' above him?
- Yes·, man is hims-elf food for organic: life, breath f'or the planets,, and

impre-ssions for the sun.

But there:-, is one, other thing I forgot to mention.

- And what is- t-hat?

- Energy is exchanged in both directions.

If man prov:ides food f 'o r

organic. lif.e, organic life als-o provides h-im with :food..

If man gives life,

to the earth, it is the earth whicll provides him with the air he breathes.
0

And if- man pitOv.id:es-· impres--a-ions for- the sun, it is t'he sun which provides the,

lig:ht on whia:h his impreruri.ons, depend.

And if his spirit. is united with

tha, worlds above t':he sun, it is f:.rom these worlds that he himself is filled ·

with t-he spirit-.

As above·, s-o below.
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- Tell me, to what extent- ieF it possible for. man t .o become· aware of these
differ:ent wor1da above ; and' below him?

( se e 4/19 a )

- It depends- on the level of his cronsd.ousness.
- You mean, i:f' his c-onsaiousness expand·s-?
- Yes, change, in level always· involves an expans-ion, both int-o larger worldsabove-

US',

and' into smaller worlds below us-.

That is what happens, when 3"ou

are doing the, med,i tation • ..

- Is that c:onnected with t:he «on~ntric c-irc-les in the diagram?
- Yes-, the nearer one is to the crentre t:he more of the universe one is able--

to know, and if. one crould reach the centre itself' one· would be--·aware of·
0

the: whole univerge, toge~her.

- Is thai; what c:onsciousness means - knowing things together.?
- Yes, the point we tend to overlook is· that when we do the meditation
dif£.erent kinds · or C'Onscci.ousne13s are broug-ht together.

The cronsc:iousnesa·

of the intellectual mind i-s · merged int·o that o:C t:he instinctive, the

instinc:ti-ve merges into the emotional:,·

ana.· the emotional into

t:he transcerulerrt:.

- Then d.o these minds c-orrespond to dif-f'erent' entities· in the diagr:am?
- Yes, the intie1lec:tua;l mind· is C'Oncrerned: with man's- world, the instindive.
with nature· and' t ·he ctell, the emottonal with t'he planetary world" and" the
molecule,

ana.· the

universal or c-osmic mind with the sun and ii.he- atomic~nucleus.

- And is- there a higher level t'han this·?

- Yes·, at the centre its-elf' is t-he world above t-he sun - the world· of' a-tars
and· galaxies.

This is- the level of t-he spirit - of' the s-ource f.rom which

everything-- c.-omes·.
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- Then is every entity able to see t ·he worlds above and below it in the
( see 4/20 a)

same way that we can?

- Every entity is three dimensional for itself, and it lives in its o\.m
three dimensional world.

It can only see the worlds above and below

it in higher dimensions.
Then has it ~he same consciousness as-. wa have?
That we dJo not know.

-- One can only· know e,onsoiousness· for onesel:C-.

- You mean one- can study functions in oth8l1' worlds, but one cannot study
their o:onsc-iousnes-s1

- Yes-, as you may have realis-ed, there· are two dif':ferent. approa-chea to the
symbol we have, been disc.mraing. ·
is in the· world outside..

The one approach is within us·, the ot-her

Within us, we can diseover d"ifferent levels of'

consciousness, outside-· us,- we can study funcrtions.

Both approaches exist.

in the diagram.
Then what is , the real significance of these four ci.rc-les in t-he diagram?
They :rtefer -t-o dif.ferent ve locri ties-.
0

Then doe:s, each of thes:e f'our ftmations have a characteristic veloc-i ty?
YeB,, the veloe:it'y will alwa,ys be the same-, whatever the scale..
one is, t ·o the · centre, the higher the veloc-ity •.
Then what is the velocity at the centre it-self?
The veloei ty of· light'- - there is no higher velocity than this.,
And if one is , looking inwards, what do the circles· re-fer· to?
They refer· to levels - of, consc:iousne-s-s:.

And in that cas-e·, what is there at the c:entre?
The same - light - the light of c:onsciousness i tse·lf".

The nearer
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The most important thing which is needed in the world today is uni\y.
Just as scientists are beginning to realise that unity is an essential
feature of the universe, and that this unity exists in every part of the
universe, from the smallest to the greatest, so religious and social leaders
throughout the world are beginning to realise that from the point of view
of man's evolution, the world is one.

Unless man on every level can

feel this to be true, the present disunity of the world

the violenc.e and

suffering that man is enduring - will never disappear.

Christ preached

that we should love one another.

Let the new gospel be that we are all

one person.
Now we are told that many thousands of years ago there used to be two
different ways in which man could find unity within himself.

The first way _

was for the ordinary man in the street, and the sea.ond was for those rather
special people who aspired t'o bec:ome saints and holy men - people who wer.e
prepared to leave the world and follow the arduous d iscdplines of schools
1

and religious methods.

Unfortunately the first of these two ways

somehow got forgotten in the course of history, mainly because when the
saints and holy men began to teach their way, it was ta.ken for granted. that
no other way existed.

The search for unity inevitably became assoa:iata~

with struggle and cunflic1;, and naturally enough, ordinary people were
unwilling to give up their lives and enter the schools and monasteries, and

s-o they had to get along as best they crould.

But there.!:! a way for

ord,i nary people - a way completely free from struggle, which has only
appeared briefly from time to time in the course of history, and has, only
quite recently been redisc-overed.

We owe it to a very extraordinary

person known as Guru Dev, who became Shankaracharya in the forties of
this century, and to a few others close to him who developed it after he
died.
This way consists of a very simple method of meditation, and there are
various reasons why it should seem to be the only method suitable for
general use in the world today.

The most important reason is that it

happens naturally, and is therefore available to everyone - in fact, there
is reason to suppose that there was once a time, long ago, when everyone
practiaed it as · a matter of course.

Whether this is so or not, the

principles underlying it are based on the id.ea of unity, which means that
when it is carried out, no conflict or struggle is involved.

The people
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who invented it understood two things · - first, that deep down within each
of us a place exists which is at orte, not only with everything we call
oulielves, but also with everything around us, even the whole universe,
and sec::ondly, that only .if this place can be reached without conflicrl;
will · it profit us, for otherwise we are worse off than before •.
The idea of bringing unity to the world is one we associate with those
great individual leaders and teachers of humanity whose influencre has
depended on personal devotion amongs~ a few followers, who spread their
In the world of today it is unlikely that

teaching after they died.
the- same thing would .work·.

But a simple tewhnique which anyone

can practise, independently or· any creed or belief they .already posseS:8:',
is one whiah can spread quite rapidly.

All that ,is ne-eded is to ensure

that the principles underlying the technique are underS'tood, and do not
become distorted..

This, unfortunately, can happen only too easily, and

in order to prevent it, complete knowledge and understanding of' the method
is required.

It is this knowledge to which our attention should be

directed, in fact, it is the only real purpose of knowledge, for it has
a practical aim.
It is not generally realised that knowledge of any subject depends on
the level of mind which is· cunceiving it.

The ordinary logical mind is·

only able to conceive certain kinds of knowledge.

The instinctive or

intuitive mind is able to conceive a quite different category c,f knowledge,
often quite incompatible with that of the logical· mind.

1'he emotional

mind, when working properly, is able to conceive a still further categpcy
of kno.wledge which is almost unbelievably different from the instinctiv~
or the logical, arid the highest level of mind of which mari is capable ia
again so different from ahy level below it that its conc:eptions cannotl
possibly be expressed in words.
When one lev.el of mind tries to understand the level above it;,
imagination inevitably arises.
todey.

That is what has happened in the world

We live in a world of imaginary ideas, on every subjeci except

the practical or physical.
experiencing anything else.

And the .reas-0n is, we have no method · o:r
In carrying out this method of meditation

it is very necessary to understand this.

Our knowledge about it d'epends

on the level we have reached in practising it.
knowledge grows with it.

As the meditation grows,

Sooner or later, we find that all our ideas,

have ahanged.

What was first a simple exerc·ise becomes, s-ooner or later

a wey of life.

What has become a way of life sooner or later can bring;

unity to one's · surroundings.

And so, unity in the world is-- aahieved. ....
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The meditation

belongs to a very old and very wonderful tradition.

Of

all the ideas which belong to this tradition, one of the greatest and most
:powenful.. is that of unity.

Jus-t as s:-c:ientistS' today are

beginning to realise that unity is an essential feature of the univers-e:

0,

and

that this unity exists in every part of the universe, from the smallest to
'.the greates:t, so religious and social leaders throughout" the world are

beginning to realise that fTom the point of view or man's- evolut~on, the
world is one.

Unless man on every level can feel this to be true,

the present disunity of the world
enduring, will never disappear.
one another.

the violence and su:ffering-:that man is
Christ preached' that we should love

Let the new gospel be that we are: all one person.

Now we are °t'old that many thousands of years- ago there used t_o be two
different way~ in which man CX>uld find unity within himself.
way was for the ordinary man in the street - the householder

The first
and the second _

way was for those rather special people who aspired t .o bec:ome saints and
holy men - people who were prepared t:o leave the world and f_ollow the arduous
disciplines of schools and religious methods.

Unfortunately the :f:irst of

these two ways- somehow got forgotten in the course of history, mainly bea:ause
when the saints and holy men began to teach their way, it was taken for
granted that no other way existed.

Naturally, ordinary people were

unwilling to give up their lives and enter
so they had to get along as best they crould.

the schools and monasteries, and
But there is a way for t he

householder - a way which has appeared briefly from time t"o time in the
c,ourse o:f history, and has only quite recently been redisc_-overed.

We owe

it to a very extraordinary man known as Guru Dev, who was Shankaracharya in
the forties of this century, and to a few others c:-lose to him who developed
this method after he died.
This method is the meditation we are practising, and there are various
reasons why it would seem to be the only method suitable for' general us·e · ·
in the world of t 'oday.

The most important reason is that it happens,

naturally, in fact there is reason to suppoa-e there was once a time, long
ago, when everyone practised it as a matter of c:ourse.

Whether

this is

true or not, the principles underlying it are based on the idea of: unity,
which means that when it · is- carried out, no c:onfl icrt or struggle- is: involved.
The people who invented it' understood that if any thoughts, f-ee--lings, or
sensations which are going on in the mind during meditation are delibera tely
excluded, unity is destroyed.

Everything in the mind has to be accrepted

never resisi;ed - and only in this way can the mind bec:ome one--pointed.
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But- in order that the mind can follow the mantra, it has ifo f :ind the
mantra very attractive to repeat. · In fact, the mantra has: to be more
attractive than all the other voic~s going on in the mind, otherwise
an effort of the attention will be required to follow it, and this will
produce conflirl.
Now that which makes the mantra attractive to repeat is· a simple
fact which none oL us realized before:,- that the mind tends to go
naturally towards the place of greate!:rl happiness.

People will tell

you that the mind is restless and: has to be stilled, and that no
of meditation

can

succeed without doing this.

system

But the mind is only

restless because it has nowhere to go - it is searching for happiness
on the surface of the pond, and aannot find it.

But snow it the way

to go deep, below the surface, and"· it will follow naturally in that
direcrlion.

The deeper it follows- the mantra, the more attrctctive the

mantra bec:omes, and surface thoughts are very soon forgotten.

Deep do1-m

under the surface thoughts no longer exist, , an.er all that remains is the
mantra;.

Deeper still the mantra itself is forgotten, and all that remains

is bliss: ••••
If one can reach thi~ plac~ onc:e or twics during meditation, the mind
becromes saturated with it, like ~ipping a piece of cloth in yellow dye.
As we go about our.- work during the day, the yellow G:".olour remains with us·,
but sooner or .later it fades:: in the light of the sun.

Even rro, a certain

amount of colour becomes fixed by the sun, and this wilL never leave us.
By repeating the process day after day, we find the c:-olour of the cloth
get~ stronger, and in time becomes a full yellow.

By analogy this means:

that whatever we are doing, the happiness that exists:- within us - the
inner glory of being - will always be there.

Now the process of fixing the dye is a very subtle one.
is that there is nothing one has to do

it happens naturally.

The point
Some

people think that in order to keep the effec:t of the meditation during
the day they should d"o certain things, like trying to call it to mind,
trying to give up thi~ or· that,

or change one's behaviour in some way,

trying to hold one's attention on what one is, doing and s-o on.
this will help - it will only confuse the mind'.

None of.

All that is , needed is

to enjoy life, and to do one's work in a natural way.

Never~ t'-o

change anything - leave that to tha meditation.
The fact-

is that the effect of the meditation on our daily life doe$

not show itself: in the way one would expect.
show one what ought to be done.

One would expeci it to

But it does not show one this - one
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simply finds one is already doing it!

If there are certain thingsi

one is better without, one day one will .find they are not there any mo:r,e.
If there are certain things one should have, one day one will find on&
already has them.....

What is the reason for this?

It is a quest ion of unity.

When the mind is unified, everything_·

comes from the centre of ourselves.

But it talces some time to get

used to this, and at first it eeems· as if the centre was above· ua ou
bey0110. us:~

But gradually we realise that the centre is what we really.

are, and then all- conflic<t disappears.

You may remember a certain .

story about the inhabitants of a remote province in China, who were found
by those who visited them to be happier and· more peacBful than anyone
Wh~n one of them, a wise old man, was asked how

they had' ever met.

this aould · be, he replied, "There is nothing special about the wa::, we
But we have a very woncl.erful

live - it is the same as everyone els-e.
king who looks after us.

He never appear~ in publio~ nor does he

make any rules or regulations, but each of us is allowed ~o visit him
every da~.

After s:-eeing him, we are each so ~ille~ with his goo~

influena:e that every moment of the day passes ip happiness.

And so

our whole life is spent in peace."

Some people prefer to see these ideas expressed in di~rammatio. f':orm.

(see 5/5a;

If you talce a circle, for instance, as in fig.I,/you will find it ha;a
two co-ordinates - a polar co-ordinate, around the circumferencre, and a.
radial co-ordinate, inwards or outwards from the centre.

Movement

around the circrumference represents •time - the passage of time f~om hour
to hour and from day to day, like the face of a clock.

But movement

along the radius towards the centre is when you do the meditation - it is
a different kind of time altogether.
it ±s really rather important.

This may seem obvious enough, but

The point is that a~ you get nearer the

centre, the value of time cha,nges ... there is
in each moment.

more and more content

If you think abo-cit this you will realise that there

must aome a point near the centre where the content of each moment is · so
great that the whole of' one's life is contained in it.

And at the

centre itself the moment becomes eternal.
So eternity exists here and now, in this life, and the meditation is
a way of exploring it.
an unexpect~d way.

But it shows itself during meditation in rather

It is the quality of the mantra whic:h changes, as

the mind gets nearer the centre - it bec:omes more and more subtle and
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Further in m;ill it is not a c·lear pronunciation
delightful to repeat.
an:y more - just a· faint idea - and eventually it disappears, and one· is
lef't with the ecstasy, the bliss· that it contains.
In the centre of the circle there are three things in one - there
is oneness, or unit;y, there is consciousness, and there is bliss.

But

the way in which -we ___ are attracted to the centre is through bliss.

The

mantra is like a bee carrying honey.

When the honey

hive, the bee goes off in search of more honey.

is brought to the

And so honey is collected

In. the same way, gradually the mind becomes saturated with bliss.
Directly you notice the mantra has d2sappeare:d, you are back at the
starting point, or thereabouts, and it begins again.

Once you are

repeating it there is nothing you can do, either about making it
transcend, or hastening it or prolonging it, or altering it in aI\Y wa:y.
That is the secret of this method - it is an automatic process, and you
have to leave everyt'hing to it - -0nly then will it work.
This meditation works on conscriousness, whereas all the traditional
ways work on the c-ontrol of functions.

Work on functions inevitablJr

produces ~uality, but this method produces u_71ity.

When we do it·we

take the whole of ourselves as we are, and simply follow the mantra.
It is a holistic approach - we are not concerned with analysing or.
observing - in fact, there is no observer, for nothing cromes betweoen us
a."l.d the ma.-'l'ltra.
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In order to understa.J'!d this meth.od of meditatioJ\, and to realise w}]y
it is eseenti-a.lly different from other metheda, we have to get baok to a

subjec;t we have discussed before, the subjec~ of di-me:rtSions of time.
Try for a moment to t:h.ink about time.

Everything we know, everything·

we rec:ogni-se as existil\g, everything we do, everything that happens to us,
takes place- along the line of time - the line befQra-now-after.

There is nothing wrong- with the line of time, in fact, it is an
essential c:cndition of life.
But it is only a limited aspect of our'
whole existence, and to some people it is not enough.
They know deep
down that the past does not really·disappear,and the future is not really
unknown, and they know that somewhere outside time our whele life ccntinuea
to exist - it is all there, all our oonneetions with other people, all
that we have ever done and all we hope to do.
But the world beyond time eannot be found anywhere a.lo11g the line
before-now-after.

It exists in a different direction, along a line·

at right angles tG it, the line of 'now'.

This line of •now• leads- to

a different place - it leads to a. place where everything is l!emembered, and
there is no death.

( see

517 a

)

Imagine a oire.le. /
Imagi11e that movement round the ciro:le indicates
passing time. Then a radial line at right angles to it is the line of
•now'.

As you see in the diagram this line of now leads to tlle centre of

the c:ire1.e, and that is where everything is

known.

The secret of this metkod of medi tati·on. is tha.1; it takes us there.
does so :naturally, without any effort on eur part.

And

it

people make - the mistake we ha.ve made ourselves is to imagine we can get to the centre by doing things.
Maey of us have
The mistake so many

been brougltt up with the idea that something in us haste be changed - that
certain things about us are right and others wrong.
But in the ordina.r.y
wa;y we do not really k.'t\ow what is right and what is wrong in ourselves-, and

many of our attempts t-o eftange things-. - the methods and dis~plines we

undertake - tend t-o bi·nd us more and more :firmly to the, line of· ti-me

they

make access, t:o the aentr.e of. the circle mol!e a.net more nemote.
The medita-tion ill' a wa:, out of' this, dd.lemma.

It can take us: t-o t:b.e·

centre naturally, and wi,thout e:ffort, and it can be carried out

wi.-ittQut:

any change i -n ith& conditions of our normal li-fe, so tha.t we nmaiu fi-e·e,

to live our life in the wa:, which is- right for· each of us.
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( s ee 5/7a )
Now as you see from the diagram,/the line of time, whioh we ordinarily
think of as a straight line moving from the past into the future, is really
a O'irc-1.e.
When life is over, it begins again.
And everything that ka.ppens,
to us in the ordinary wq is repeated again and agai-n .
But we never realise
that this- is so, for we cannot remember a.JO'thing about it.
What do we know about memory?
In the accepted view there are different
kinds - there is short·term memory and long term memory.
Short term memory
belongs to the outside area of the circle.
It is memory of everyday things,
of what we did yesterday and what we have to do tomorrow.
Long term
memory is quite differe11t - it is usually memory of one's early years,
particularly one's childhood.
In old peaple it often rema~ quite vivid,
even after short term memory has virtually disappeared.
This kind of
memory belongs to the middle ·area.
But actually there are two further
kinds.
There is the memory of the central area, which is usually hidden
from us, but is sometimes awakened at mome•ts of great danger, or if one is
to believe i -t, in people who have rec-overed from apparent death.
This
memory would seem to enciompass the whole of one•s life in a mome11.t o:f ti-me.
But in the centre itself there is a quite different kind of memory
the memorz. of that which never happened before.
Now it is very interesting that the meditation is not mu.oh concerned witb
remembering the past.
At 011.e time we used to do this - we used to go over
our li:fe and try to remember what was rigll.t-- and what was wrong about it.
But now we realis-e that this is a waste of time.
Worse than that, it leads
to imagination.
Far better to get on with the moment 'now', and one day,
thanks to the meditation, we shall find there are all sorts of new
possibilities in. life which never came our way before.
So memory of the past will not help us.
Nor, for that matter, will
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memory of recurrence - of the repetition of lives.

In P.D.Ouspensky's

novel, 'The Strange Life of Ivan Osokin', this point ccmes out very c:dearly.
What saved Osokin was the sixth dimension, the wa::, out of reourren.oe.

And

he found the wq out when he came in contact with the centre of the circle,
whieh is where the ma.giei.a.n in the story belongs.
But how do we f'ind our w~ tti the magician's house?

by trying- - trying to find it does not help.

Once again, not

We have to take a dive,

along: the line of 'now', and if we carry out the technique correctly it wil1
take us there.

But whai; happens when we take a dive alo11€ the line of. 'now'?

Should we not experiene.e these different kinds of memory?
In a sense we do,
but not in a :form one might expect.
When we do the medi ta;ti:cn we are
looking inwards,, away from objects of sense.
So we,do not experienee
an;ything - anything·which can be desoribed.
Yet we definitely, experience
S'Ome·thing, otherwise the mind would not be attraeted to the centre.
Like
the light o:f the s;un - when we look towards the objects· it illumines, we
experienoe these objects, but if we look towards the sun, we only experience
light.

So when we do the meditation we onl7 experience light, but during·

the dq whi-ch follows, we experience the objects. it illumines.
If these
objects a.re in memory, we experiene.e memor.r - it is different a.t dif'f'eren~
times and for different people.

The word 'light' is, only an ana.logy.
We do not really experiena-e light,
we experience awareness.
But if you would prefer to call it memocy, it
is absolute memory - not the memory o:f any object, but pure memocy, if' sue-h
a thing exists,.
Pime memory - if it exists - is at the centre of the
circle.
Memory o:f objects - of things experienced - is in the outside
area.
When we repeat the mantra we start by remembering it as a word that is in the outside area.,
But in the middle area it is no longer a
word, it is less definable - perhaps: a rhy.thm: or pulse.
In the
central area it is· even less:· definable, and in the ce:n.-tre itself it has
transcended.
But when it has transcended it does not disappear - it
bec:cmes pure memory.
Pure memory is beyond description - if y,-au.call it anything you
lose it, for you make it into an objee:t tobe remembered;.
And then
you are back in the outside ar~a 0£ the c·irole, along the line of time.
So better to experience it through the meditation,. and it will come·out
naturally during the day.
When we start doing the meditation it comes·
and goes, but sooner or later it will ·remain with us all the time.

When

this happens everything in life will be different,for it will be infused
into everything we do.
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The een.tre

of the circle · i-s actually a po:int of -t ~e sirlh dimension. _

If it oan °be . reached

ii

expands in_'to a. s.phere - a :· tirne\ 'S-~lid.

-_;-. And

11:hft',

interesti11g thing about this time solid is that in its centre everything
is already known.
This does net mean that everything is: predetermined.
On the contrary, it means that if nothiDg interfered with tl\e :natural flow
of energy from the centre, things would develep in a particular way.
Altd
this development would be ideal - it would be: the best possible development
for ea.eh of us.
Unfortunately, thi:iigs do interfere with this development.
Irouioally
enough, it is our own preooneeived ideas about development that interfere.
We have been taught to believe that we have to change ourselves - to bee~me
people of a h.ighe:r :level conforming to certain ideals - but if i~ the•
c-entre everything is already known, there is no need. for anything to be
oh.anged - _we, sd.ra.ply.r have to b..ec-ome ouraelvea.
bd if we are united
with the centre, and are able to keep in touch with it regularly:, the proce,ss
of bec-omi.Jtg ourselves will be.· a natural one - it will come about in a
perfeetl;r natural way.
But what does this really mean, that in the centre everything is
already k:ncwn?
Once again, this does not meal'l that nothing new can ever
happen.
On the e-ontrary, the centre contains an infinite number of
possibiliti•e s, all of which are being actualised at every momen-t.
But in
the outside area of the oirele we only see one actualisation, a.nd that i -s
wh;y, in the ordinary wa;y, life is so flat and dull.
All of us from time
to time have periods of this kind, when we are shut off from any c~ntaot
with the centre~
For one reason or another, often physical, a kind of
cloud d.evelopa, somewhere between the outer and the middle area, whieh
prevents the light from getting through.
It is one of the characteristics
of the mantra that it oa.n. dispel clouds of this kind, in fact, t1'1at is what
it is designed to do.
But if everythirig is already known, is the future known as well as the
past?
In general terms the answer mus;t be yes, but ol'lly if nothing
interferes with the natural flow of energy.
Of course, in the outside
area, the future is hidden. from us, because our memory is too short.

But

other parts remember perfectly well - these parts respcm.sible for the
instinctive processes of the body, for instance, particularly its growth •
.Altd certai• emotional parts, deep down - they kn.ow much more than one thinks.
In £act, when one doe.._s the meditation in the morning, something must lalow
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the d.ay ahead - and if one allows it to do so, it will lock after what
happens during the da;y.

This explains why it is so important to let

the Effects of the-· meditation unfold naturally, and to leave everything
to it.

Ma.n;y people are not able to do thia,.

tllemselves frem the idea that they have c-hoioe
they have to do.

They Oalmot f':ree

that there is· semetaing

This: is" bec:aus• the o:e:ri.tral area of the circ;le and

the outside area. are not unified - the e:entra.l area e-ays one thing, the
outside area says pother.

But a.otually they a.re one and the same -

they are eompleme•tary parts of"' the cne self.

And: when one gets· nearer

to the e:entre duricg meditation it is· like cx,mi:n.g home - there iet no
feeling of separation whatsoever.

So leaving everything to the mantra

is simply leaving everything to eneself - that is · the real truth of
the matter.
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The most important thing that has e'Ome from these discussions is
the realisation that there exists a. place in us where everything i-s
aJ:read.y known.

This place is the scurce of happines-e i-11 us, and

it contains the memory, not only of past and :future, but ef everything

that _eeuld happen in our life - that never haPJ?eJl~d _before.
It is tlle meditatj,cn which has made this.- :realisation possible.
And
it is charaoteri-sti-e of the meditation that this realisation does not
come all at once - it grows in us gradually, £or the meditation wcrks
by degrees.,
But even knowillg about it can make a big differenee in
our attitude to life - particularly in our attitude tot-be idea of man's
evolution - what evolution really means-, and how it comes about.
The idea o:f man's evolution is subject to all kinds of misconceptions.

The very idea presupposes that man has to eha.Dge something in himself to give up certain features and develop others.
But if' everything about
us is already known, there· is no n~4 to change a.n_ything - we just have to
become ourselves.

Trying to oha.nge thillgs is bound. to produoe inner

eonflio<t.

Now there is a very old idea - one whioh belonged to the Greek

Jvsteries - that man is a. seed.
Thi-sis: nearer the truth, provided we
take it in the sense that a seed grows naturally, in its own natural
conditions.
But man is- not really a. seed, he is more like a ground in
whioh seeds o-a.D develop.
Di:ffere:at seeds germinate in us at di:fferent
times, and it is thisupcn which the il'lf'inite variety o:f life depends.
But the wa;r in whi-oh evolution takes place is very interesting, :for it
follows ce~tain definite steps, ea.oh of which involves a dif'f'ere~t kind
ef' process.
The

first of these steps is the process of germination.

kind of' unlocking process.

Th.is is· a

A seed can remain. in a passive state for years,

even f'or centuries, but when the right conditions of temperature and
humidity occur it suddenly becomes active, and the process of evolution
begins.

And so, too, with ideas.

and then one day they suddenly strike.

thi-ngs in our life begin to move.

Some ideas lie dormant for years,
They become practical, and s.erta.in

When this happens a great deal of
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active energy is released, just as it is in the seed.
This active energy
enables combustion to take place, and the seed begins to develep.
But
very seon the seed has to find ~ts own w~ of manufacturing energy, which
it does by putting out green shoots which oolleot the sun's r~s.
This
process, which is called photosynthes-is·, is the basi.s· upon which further
growth depends.
In our own evolution the di·f ferene:e between these two proces·s es is very
important.

The first process - the unloaking process - depends en cuts1de

inf'luences.
The impetus-· comes from outside us - from books, from diff'erentidea~, from the great teachers of' the pas1i, :f'rom e~rtain people one is· 1ucky
enough to meet.
Bui .the sec-ond process depends 011 oneself - it eomes, not
from outside, . but from wi·t hin.

Both proc:esses, are necessary i -n their· ti;ne•,

but the trouble is the dif'f'erenoe between them is not lll\ders,tcod.
forms o:f medita-ticn, :for instance, consist only of the first kind

~

t-he

unlocking process.
They involve holding something in mind - croneentra.tUl€
the attentiC)n on some idea, or the memory of some experience.
Thi-a,
inevi-t ably- keeps

tne

mind fixed en the thinking level - it binds i -t to

the perimeter of tbe oirc1e - to the line of time.
Disc-iplines of o ~
kinds have the same e:ff'ect - certain peysi-caJ. disei-plines, fer instance,
require very striet attention, and this un1ocks powerful seurees, ef enarg:,.
This- meditation we have been given is a way of mal!lu:facturing:- energy,
not unlocking it.
It a.voids inner struggle alt-egether~ bec:ause, there ·
is no need to concentrate the attenti-on on a,J\'Ythi·ng - we si-mply repeat the
mantra, and the vi-b rations f'rom the mantra attract the mind towards the
centre.
Actuall;y', i-t .. :is the same precess a.s t-hat of photgsynthens ... ,.a.
proces-s of· extracting higil.er levels of' energy from lower levels - the pJrecess
by which the plant transforms .water and di:r-f'erent mi-n erals into li-v.i-ng tissue.
One can tell the ·d ifference by the ~ind of energy it produces.
'!'he first
proees:s produces, excitable energy, which i& soon. b ~.t up, out the, second:
pr-oces-s· produces· a kind of balancing force, which - ii:t- _al:w-qs: th~re,.
" Jesus· answered and said unto her, Wkos-eever shall drink of. thiswater shall thirst a.gain: But whosoever drillketh of the water
that I sha-11 give him shall never thirst; but the water that I
shall give him shall be in him a we,-11 o:f water springing: up inte
everlasting life."
But to return to the analogy of the seed.

When the seed germinates

it is: at firs-t . entirely dependent on the store of fuel surroundi:r,g:· it,

which Natur.e haa~ pl'"ovided.

But when photosyntheris takes plac.e within
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the plant itself, it begins to grow and develop, and sooner i,r later
it flowers.
This is the summit o'f' its existen.oe, and it culminates
in fertilisati-on.
Fertilisation cwrresp0Dds t~ that whi-ch we called
'remembering', or uni-on with the centre of the o-irole.
Fron! the active
energy it produees evolution begins, for it leads to the creation of the
seed.
But .the body o'f the plant dies and disintegrates.
The subatance
of which it is made becomes food f&r the soil, and enables ne.rt year's
seeds to grow.
So man's evolution is a natural process.
It is a kind of unfoldiltg'.
process - an Ul'lfoldµi& into what is alread;r_ known.
For everything that
the plant becomes is known beforehand - known within the structure of the
ti·cy seed.
And with man it is not a finite process-, f'or his
possibilities are U11limited, and one season follows another.
Mani~
not a single seed, which reaohes fulfilment and then disappears-., he is a
ground in which different seeds develop, from one lifetime to the nerl.
And by its very nature evolution is not a thing which. requires• inner
struggle or conflict - certainly not suffering.
It is a process to be
enjoyed - a process i"ull of happiness - full of the real meaning of l~fe.
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The meditation has two aspects.

There is the rned:itation itself::, and

there is what happens during the day.
is very important.

The relation between these two

If we understood it we should know what the meditation

is for.
When you .do the med.i ta:tion . the mind becomes united with higher levels,.
This means that everything you do during the day will he affected in one
way or another by these higher levels, depending of colU's:e on the kind of:'

work you are doing, and the energy reached during roeditat'ion.

The

important thing to realise is that this eff'ect of the meditation on yo'lll!
work during the day is bound to talce place.
do about it -

There is nothing you need.

in fact, it is rather important not to do anything about it

or you may get yourself in the way.
We were told originally that if we did the meditation regularly, s ·ooner
This does not refer t ,o

or later we should attain cx,smic. cronscri.ousne-ss.

a particular state reached during meditation, it refers to something which
would always be with us whatever we were doinfs,,•
One can understand it
( see 5/l5a;
in terms of the table of materiality/- if we ta.1<:e crosmic · consciousnes:s, to
belong to level 6 in the table, thim every time we do the meditation it
is quite possible to reach this level, if only for a few moments.

The

effea::t of this will show itself in one way or another during the day.
And even though these moments fade, there is something which remains something which cra,n build up over a long period into a deep realisation
of the universal nature of things

su much so that eventually this

realisation will always be with us.
This does not mean that our daily life would c:hange outwardly .-:-_ it
simply means that inwardly we would know truth.
explain what truth is, and tell .on·e about it in

And when people try to
S 'O

many words' one will

know t_hey are wrong, because truth does not come to one like that, it
comes from the mantra.

And the same thing is true about level I2.

Level I2 is the truth about oneself.

And when one d.isc-overs through the

mantra what is righ~ for oneself and what has to be done, it is so
completely opposite to what one thought and what one had' heard about from
ot'her people, . and so refreshing and new, that one finds oneself· doing,: it
anyway, and nothing will ma.~e one change~
But level 24 is different - it is matter on the instinc:tive level - the
level of matter which runs all our instinctive mec:hanisms, our inner and
outer movements, our intuitive forms of thinking.

One can al wavs
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l.

3

)
)
)

ma:tter -too fine i;o be abso:bed

6

higher mind

12

positive emoid.on

24

ins-tino¼s~ fee1ings~ sense:tions

46

thoughts.~ impressions
hormones

192

air

384

water

768

food

1536

organic matter e.• .g. wood.

3072

inorgani.a subs-tancea

(for the background to this

1 table 1

see Vol IX, 1/0-12&2/l-3)
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rec-ognise the difference between levels 24 and I2.

Leve-1 24 inc-ludes·

all our instinctive emotions - even very high levels of emotion - but
level I2 is of

&

quite different order

it is not like emotion as we

ordinarily know it, more like ecstasy, or bliss.

It is not generally realised that everything on level I2 and above is
working perfeci;ly in us all the time, but in the ordinary
connecrtion with it.

wa;y

we have no

The reas:on we have no connee,-tion with it is that

levels 24 and 48 are in suc.h confusion.

Many systems and teac:hings

realise this, and they try to get things in better order by
discci.plines of variou~ kinds, which usually produce even greater cronflic:t.
13ut the meditation works in a different

wa;y -

it leaves all disciplines

behind, and simply connects us with higher levels - levels we cnnnot reach
in the ordinary wa;y.
One tends to think of the meditation as a process on the same level
as our impressions, but actually it is nothing of the kind.

Impressions,

at level 48, are functions - they work with neuro-electrical energy.

But

¼

the meditation is c-oncerned with consciousness - with the circulation of"
the light.

As such, it enters the system at level I2, and acts on our

impressions as a catalyst, purifying and transforming them first of a:--11,
and eventually lifting them from the personal level to the universal
from level I2 to levels 6 and 3 - and so to level I where the mantra
transcends.
If this proc.: ess takes place during meditation, what effect will it
have during the da;y?

From experienoB one finds that much of the

cnnfusion on levels 24 and 48 is resolved.

It is difficult to say

exactly how it is resolved, for each of us is different - each has his own
problems.

But the most general effec.t it has on all of us is happiness:.

Happiness may not be the only purpose in life, but it is a very gpod
criterion of what is going on during the day.

Suffering is not nec::essary

for man - it is not something we were born to possess.

The more our

happiness increases, the more we know we are on the right road - it's as
simple as that!

( for * see Vol V Latest in.tro p a pers 2./ l?-20.J
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(see 5/?a)
To return to the diagram we had. last time. /

When you start doing

the half hour you change quite suddenly from going round the oi.rcle t,o
going inwards along the radial line.

What makes you change?

At firs:t

you have to find s~me way of remembering, but sooner or later something
reminds you - it gives you a pull.

If you cant do it just then i~
Once you have made a

pulls even harder - it wont leave you alone.

connection with the centre, that pull will always be there.
But why is the pull sometimes stronger and sometimes weak.eT - why cfues
it va:ry?'

It may juat be that the

That is something one does not know.

mind does not reflec:t it so clearly, for some phy~~cal reason, and when
this happens, the mantra will eventually clear it.
it has work to do in some other part of the house

Or it may be tha;t

- clearing out the

cellars,,

All of whiah goes

for instance, and that is why it seems so far RWa:y.

to show that the med~tation does not follow the ordinary laws of emus~
One cannot persuade it or influeno~ it to do this or that,

and effec::t.

nor can one prepare for it before one does it.

One starts from where

one is - good state or bad it makes no dif£erence.

And sometimeE, when

one least expects it, the door to the kingdom of heaven opens, and in
one goes ••••
Many people will tell you somet-h-ing different.

They will say that you

should hold something in mind while you are doing it, or try to inf'luence
it in one

wa:y

better.

or another, or do something during the day to make it go

The fact is, there are many systems of meditation which advocate

this kind of thing, but those who practise them never get any distance
down the radial line - they stay on the surface - the circumference of"
the cirC'le.

We were told that the followers of Buddha did precisely

this - after Buddha had died they misinterpreted what he had told them, and
began to do the meditation wrongly.
got

For one reason or another they never

very deep - very far down the radial line - perhaps about half way.

And when t-hey got there what did they find?

Nothing.

So they began to

preach that the real meaning - the ultimate aim of life was nothingness,
Nirvana.

And this idea has dogged India evE?r since, and has-caused

a great deal of harm.
~here is an idea in the system we inherited from P.D.Ouspensky
which can help us a great deal to understand the meditation, and if the
e

folloW/rs of Buddha had known about it, they would never have made this
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mistake.

According to this idea, the world in whic:h we live contains

many different levels of materiality - levels whic:h c:an be classified quite
simply, and accurately defined.

There are, of course, many such

classifications on the physical level, but the point about this one is tha~
it includes everything - everything, as it was said, from mineral to God.
In other words it implies that everything, however elus:ive or intangible,
all our thoughts, feelings anu higher emotional states, actually possess
material substance, in the same wa:y that water and air possess material
substance, and it is only because science has no way of measu:ring them
thai; no such classification has existed before.

(see diagrai115/l6c)

Suppose we say that the highest possible level .of matter which man is
able to o:onceive has a·level of one, or unity.

Matter on this level

consists, we are told, of three elements, but these three elements are
one and indivirible.

On the next level there will be three separatec.

elements, and matter on this level will therefore have the nu.rnber three in
our classirication.

On the next level the number of elements will be

doubled, for there will be a further three elements generate:d on this level,
as well as those on the level above, and the number will therefore be six.

By the same reasoning the number on the next level will be twelve, on the
next level twenty-four, on the next level forty eight, and so on.
The numbers in the classification will therefore indicate the number
of elements, or 'atoms' of which a particle of matter - a particle
crontaining all the characteristics of matter on that level - actually
consists.

On the highest level in the table a particle of matter cons~sts

of one 'atom', and on the lowest level it consists of 3072 'atoms'.
Clearly, the lower the level in the table, the denser and· heavier the
quality of matter, and the more intractible its nature.
Just as the amount of light we recreive from the sun depends on the
density of matter it has to penetrate before it reaches us, so the level
of our consc~ousness depends on the density of matter in which it manifests.
At the top of the table there is pure consciousness

consciousness without

functions - and at the bottom of the table there is no consciousness simply functions working on their own.*
there is only one consciousness.

Contrary to certain theories,

The idea of different levels of_

cronsciousness arises simply because of the different levels of matter in
which this one consc±ousness manifests.

As we read in St John's Gospel,

•••• the light shineth in darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth it nottn.
And these levels
There is only one light, but many levels of darkness.
It

are simply impediments to consciousness.

(*see also 6/3 'universal goodness'& Val VIII Cosmoses - Solar System
2./1.-2..

1

the cen.tre is everywhere r.
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What we are after during the half hour is consciousness, not
impediments to consciousness.

By observing different functions of the

are

mind and nervous system - still more by trying to c:ontrol them - we
taking ourselves away from conscciousness, into a dif£erent world - a
world of doing.

This is a different activity - the meditation is::

not conc-erned with doing

with acquiring certain powers - it is c.oncerned

quite s:imply with being.

Other methods start with the c-ontrol of

func.tions, 15ut this method goes straight to the t ·op, to the source ofc·
c-.o nsciousness.
So when we do the medita-tion, what is it that actually happens?
start from

leve:l

48

- from the ordinary levet· of mind

or bad it makes no difference.

We

good state

Deeper parts of the mind c-ontain mueh

higher levels - 24, I2, 6 and'. even 3.

Like the harmonies of a musical

note, it is these higher levels which determine the quality of the mind,
but in the ordinary way we are not aware of them.

A musical note

without harmonics is very flat and dull, and so it is with level 48.

But

as we repeat the mantra it brings certain of thes:ehigher levels to our.awareness, and it is this which makes the mantra attractive to repeat.
If you think about it you will realize that there is no queation 0£
changing

.o ur ordinary state of consciousness when w'e· do the meditai;iori.

On t-he contrary, we remain e'.X!:actly as- we are; l::>ul

the, -ciohs:o:iousne.sa: oft

our ordinary state is increased, and i ts quality is: _trans:formed.
0

This

promms of transformation is- a perfec'.'tly natural one, whic-h takes place
in other parts of the organism, particularly in breathing and in the
as:s::imilation of food.

Just as f:ood-, when it enters the stomach, is

acted on by various enzymes, whic.h transf'orm it into higher levels:: of
matter, so the content of the mind, on level

48, is acted on by higher

levels of energy contained in the mantra, particularly level 12, and s-o
converted into level 24.

At the next step level 24 is converted into

level .I2, by the action of level 6, and so on.
One is tempted to ask, if this is a perfectly natural proc.eas, why
isnt everyone doing it?

The reason is that something is mis,sing

without the tec:hnique of meditation there is no way of bringing the right
energy to the right place.
energy, . and

It is the mantra which carries

provides the mtzymes required.

this

And it, is this which

transforms the content of the mind, freeing it from impurities,. of various·
kinds - negative thoughts, illusions, unpleasant sensations - and. at the
same time making

everything become alive.

When the alchemifrls: used

to speak of transmuting base metals into gold:, this is what they meant.
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THE

WAY.

FOURTH

In the system we were given by Mr Ouspensky it was said that there have
The first is the physical
always been three traditional ways to enlightenment.
way, which was called t he way of the Fakir, the second is the intellectual way,
which was called the way of the Yogi, and the third is

the emotional way, which

was called the way of the Monk.
Although many offshoots of these three traditional ways have appeared in the
West

'

especially in recent years, we know very little about them in their true

.

form, except that they were concerned with work on functions - on different
parts of man's

nature, as represented by his three nervous systems, the spinal,

the voluntary and the autonomic.
out under strict supervision,

But this work could obviously only be carried

in the special conditions

of a school or

monastery, and was quite unsuitable for people in the world today, living an
ordinary life in the world.

Their object was not, as one might suppose, to

improve man's ordinary functions, it was to reach the kingdom of heaven.

But

their methods were long and arduous - they took the kingdom of heaven by force
and it was always said that a fourth way existed, one which could reach the
kingdom of heaven more easily, for it worked on all three ways simultaneously.
And although it was far from clear what was meant, the system we inherited from
Mr Ouspensky did in fact claim to be this fourth way, although attempts to carry
it out in the conditions of modern life were not on the whole successful.
Something was missing - something was obviously wrong with certain aspects of
the system, although few people could see or understand what it was.
It was, of course, the meditation which was missing.
maintained that such a method existed somewhere

Mr Ouspenskyalways

a method which could take one

at will to that quiet place within one where life is regulated.
he said that one had to find that
get there again and again.

How often had

place, and having found it, to learn how to

But without the right technique, he would say, it

is difficult.

W'nat is the secret of the meditation?

How can it make the traditional

ways unnecessary, and take us straight to the kingdom of heaven?

And how

does it differ from other methods - other forms of meditation, for instance?
Clearly, it is connected with another thing that Mr Ouspensky used to say, that
consciousness and functions can exist independently of each other.*

Other

methods depend on learning to control our functions, but the meditation ignores
functions, and goes straight to the source of consciousness.

Having reached

the source of consciousness it is able to influence our functions - to bring the
light into them, as it were.
and

And so functions begin to work as they should,

the results obtained by t h e traditional ways through years of effort and

struggle can be got from a few months of meditation.
( f or * se e Vo l V , La test intr o pape rs 2/l8)
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Now the method on which the meditation depends is simply this, that the
e.ffects of the half hour's meditation come out naturally during the day, and
influence all our functions.

The practical methods of the system are

they depend on deliberate efforts of one kind or another - efforts
different
to hold the attention, to control one's thoughts, to create certain attitudes,
to give up certain features and develop others •••••
As the meditation goes deeper and becomes established, one begins to realise
that these disciplines are unnecessary.

One begins to depend more a..nd more

on the meditation, and the more one depends on it, the better it works.
Eventually one learns how to leave everything to it, and when this point is
reached one's actions come from within one - from oneself.

Consequently

everything we think or say or do is bound to be right, because the centre is
what we are

it is our.being.

So there is no longer any need for practical

disciplines and systems, and we are free to pursue any form of knowledge we
like.

Knowledge which is imposed on us from outside is bound to some extent

to be wrong, for each of us is different.
to be wrong, for the same reason.

Teaching other people is also bound

But if we can help people to find the centre

in themselves, then it is unnecessary to teach them anything, for they will
already know it~
This, very briefly, is what the meditation is all about, and how it fits
into the history of our work.

Strangeiy enough, it explains many stories and

sayings about the fourth way, which never made sense before.

But what everyone-

seems to have missed is the fact that if such a way existed, it must work from
the top downwards, and so make work on the control of our functions unnecessary.
Nor was it realised that a method of this kind would be suitable for all types
of people.

work on the control of our functions, physical, mental or emotional,

can be very unsafe without special knowledge of types.

But this method imposes

nothing from without, it works from within, from the deepest part of each of us.
So what is right for each of us comes naturally, and conflict is avoided.
The meditation lies within the reach of everyone, and no special preparation
is needeQ.

It is perhaps the only method in the world today which was

designed to be carried out in the ordinary conditions of modern living.
this reason it enables our life to take on a new meaning
enjoyed to the full.
today.

And for

to be lived and

This, on a big scale, is what is needed in the world

But how can one ensure that it does not disappear, as it has so often

before in the history of mankind?

The real need is for those who have been

given the knowledge of the system and the Shankaracharya's tradition to discover
how the meditation works.

Then it will not disappear again, at least among

those who truly understand it.

This would be third line of work - work on the

biggest possible scale - work which could help mankind.
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This is a new way - a wa::, of happiness.
is nothing we have to abandon.

In this way there

There is nothing we have to saa:ri:fl'ice-,

t:c> overc-.ome, or t-o struggle t-o c-ha.nge in ourselves.

And

wl\'y"?

For

the si.mple reason t-ha.t we leave it to the meditation.
When we s-ee
the med·ita:tion ha.s e-ha.nged something, then we know what has t-o be
changed.
But- we eannot- jud.ge beforehand - we are not- in a. position
to- say what is right and what is wrong in ourselves.,
This way is unlike any other.
All the traditional ways or· t-he
past involved sa.orif'ioe, and so do many ot·b.er me:thods which are
practised t-oday.
And yet it was Christ himselr- who said the opposit-ehe said, "Go ye and learn what tha-t meaneth,, I will have mercy and note

s-aorifice."

But those who ea.me after him neve?"'understood:.

How

cmuld they, for· t'he traditional ways of the p&S'.t were all t-hey knew,
and they ciould not believe 1;here wa.a, another W8'Q', a way wi thou'tc stm:igg-le·
or eonfliet.
But what actually .were· these traditional ways· - what
were t-hey all about-?
There have always been three traditional ways.
According to the
first of these tbree ways, man goes in search of the Absolute, for he
believes that the world is an illusion, and only the Abs-olute is· rea1.
Taken to its ultimate e-one-lusion, this is the way of" t·he recluse, for
it leads people ito abandon the world, and t-o live in the secJ.usi.on of'
a cave or a forest.
But in any case, thier method is not for- us:-, for
we have not the inclination or the ability to follow it-.
There is a second "f.1ay, which is based on love or devotion - on the
emotional side of" man's nature..
This is thewa:F oft-he monk - and
this way, t-oo, leads people to abandon the wo?"'ld - "t'o give up all the:ir
_poBBessiona-, even their name, and "to live in the seclusion of a monaster.r.
:But this, wtW, too, ia not f'or us, :for it- cannot be carried out: in the
orcl~nary o:ond~tions o~ life, and it requires very spe~ial diseiplines.

----- .,.. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - -- -- - - -- -- - ------c--
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The third' way, whiah is perhaps more familiar to us, is
based on consciousness.
In this way, man learns to direct his
attention, and' he learns t-o eontrol his t-houghts.
But this wq,
also, requires special conditions in whic-h to work - it needs the
guidance ~fa teacher, and the long and arduous disci.plines of an
esoteric school.
It is quite unsuitable if attempted in the
ordinary conditions of life, and th~usa o~ some of its met-hod's,
which has been attempted in the Nest, can lea.d t-o wrong resul1i"s-.
Now there is~ fourth~, which is not generally known about,
and· which is unlike any of the three traditional ways.
This fourth
way depends on a method of reaching the source of cronsai.ousnees
dir.ee1;.
It wol'ks by a S:imple principle, which all other methods
seem: ·'to have overlooked.
This prinoi.ple is that the mind goes
naturally towards the place of" greatest happiness.
And
creep

M,

a.own within us, in that part of the brain in control of our essenoe-,
ever,rt-hing is happiness and' bliss, it follows that if' the mind isturned in that direetion, it will go there o-r· its- own aco:ord.
In order to attract the atte~tion ~owardB' the place off happiness,
the mind, as- we know, learns to repeat a mantra.
When the repet~t-ion
of the mantra has been learnt, and when it goes on its own, it aomes
from that part of the brain where the place of happiness is.
,And. s-0
if the mind follows the mantra it will be drawn towards it - towards,
And the, more it is attracted" in that
direction; the- more it experiences bliss.
Sooner or later the
source will be reached.; and when this happens the- mind arrivesat a s:ingle stroke at the same place the traditional. wayB' take· a
••• ••. and

t;to ·

the

mantra transcends, for it ha.s bec:ome too subtle :for the mind to graspr - and we are ba.ek at the starting point a.gain.
But eac.h time i'ft
transcends, a: little of' the higher energy from the source - the energy
of lif'e and a.onsciousness - is brought back with it, and' infused- into
the awareness of our everyda,y waking state.
It is t-his t-hat brings·
about the various effe~s of the meditation whieh we experienc.-e
during the ~ .
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waking state

\ .._

/

sourae

That is how the meditation works, and if nothing interferes- with
it, there isno reason why it should not- alwa.-,s work like this.
It
is not dependent:: on one's sta't9) or one's frame of mind, and it- is,
certainly not dependent on the kind of person one is, or- on the level
of one's being.
All these things ~ be - and will be - inf:lueneed
by it, but:: it:: is certainly not influenced by them.
r1by should this
be EJ.O?
Beoa'Ulle the . energy of the mantra at the source is, far, far
higher than mr:, ot-her- level of' enei,gy we ordinarily experienee,, and itwill cu1r ·right· througli all our ordinary state&-.
So why does the med.i.tation vary so much?

W1\y does it- sometime~

seem.deeper and' more effective than at other time~
If you look at
the diagram you will sea t-ha:t there can only- be a limited number of·
It can be eonnected with our everydq waking state, at: the
reasons.
t-op of the d:iagram, it oan be o-onnected with the source·, at the bo-tt-om
of·· the diagram, where the mantra c:omes from, or it can be· connected wi1th
the middle area - the shaded part - where our dreams,, and many of our

emotional a1;ates belong.
The waking oonso-iousness at the top of the diagram is a kind of'
refleotoi,-, for its :function is t-o pick up the very subtle vibrations
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c--0ming :from the mantra.

If· it is dull a.nd:_c-loudy, or· t:oo

overladen with thoughts, i'he- man-ura will no:t- be· so- c-l:ear- - and this
'is p~obably one of' · -tne mai.n reasons: wh.Y: the quality_ o-f' the- meditation

In time -the. . ma.ntra; i:ts-dr~will.-cwre!l'fi ·-t1iis,··J)r(>nd-ed one--·does

varies:.

noir. sbuggia \ii-th' one' 'l:f i:.h~.igltfrs;~ ~ oP!>Pire: 'f;}ienf ~ ·rin.Y w~ •
The mantra itself'·, as it o'Omes from the- source, sh~uld be per£:t3crlly

:free ito go where it wants, a.J'l..d all one has ito do is to follow it·.
s-omet:imes one tends t-o interfere with ii: -

But

t-o make, it- go in a certain way

because: s-omeone said so - to put- it- in a. kind of straightjaeket,. as i-t-

Th.is can spoil the enjoyment of the half hour, for it- is·when

were.

one is a.ble t-o let it go really -freely that one experiences bliss.
And. then there is the middle area-.

Some~imes the mantra gets·

int-o this area and. seems-~o get lost.

Buv one has ito remember that

it ma.v be working a.way sorting things out

it- does-not- necessarily follow

that things a.re not going as- they should.

One mtey' not: t'hink it ha;s, been

ef'fecrlive,

out- perhaps-

later on, half:

wau

through the dq, one will

notice ~ome right act-ion which one knows· could not: have happened: without
it.

For· one thing is cert a.in - wherever- the mantra is working it: can

only do good: - it is quite out of the question for it- t-o d'o any harm.
How can this- be?
a.nd as-

Because it comes f.rem the s=ouroe of cronsc:iousne-ss;

we t--1ere it-old long,- ago, there is no such thing in the wor-ld as-

oonscious evil.

In this w~f three things are necessary.
There is the medit~~ion
i tsel:f, there 'is, irhe work we do during the day, and there is, knowledge-•.
The work we do during · the day is just as important a.s the~ medita:tion
itself.
It is- the means by which t-he energy we get f'rom the half' hour·
is able t:o airoulate.

If it can ci.rw.late, ·tnr.t>ugh-the· ac..tion of our

va-rious: centres, then it become& part of' our being•.
How should we set- about the work we do during the day?
The answer
is, 'leave it'- to the meditation'.
If the na.lf· hour ia, successful, the
work we have t-o do will do itself.

Action and attention will be s-imul:taneous·,s

and nothing will e-ome between them.

When ~hi~ happens, our work will

take on a quite new meaning, :for i ~ motivation will come f.rom beyond us.
But' on other occasions t'he work we have -to do during the da;r will

not go so well.

We shall :find ourselves hegita~ing, pondering on how-

things should be done, worrying about this, or that.

At such times we

have to remember that there is nothing we can do about it - nothing except

return, sooner or later,, to the meditation.

No a.mount of' trying to do
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things d:if:ferent-ly will have a:ny -c re.aI- eff'~ct:,.
of energy.

rar-

iii: is simply

a;

questi011.

The higher the level of" energy we get f~om the half• hour-,

the better our work will be.
But we cannot get this, energy just by
turning it on - we oan only get it f'rom the meditation.
So we have to find a way of establishing the right rh,yt:hm between
periods of meditation and periods of· activity.
We do our half" hour
in the morning, and we go straight off into our work :for t-he d:a;y.
We.
return to it in the evening, and it helps us t ·o sleep soundly d\ming ·
the night.
And then we return to it again the following· morning ••••
Contrary to man,-r accepted theories, a regular life, is no disadvantage!

According to the system~ knowl~e and
being must go hand in hand - they depend, one on the other-.
Our
knowledge cannot develop beyond a crerta-in point unlesao there ia a.· change·
And now about knowledge.

in the level of· our being, and our being cannot develop beyond a c:-ertain

point without the help of" knowledge.

And as the m~tation changes, t-he

0

level of" our being, we need : ·new knowledge to go with it- - we need: a.
framework or knowledge in which to put the many new ex:perieno-es which
the mecfitation brings.
One of t-he firat things the system tells us is that man has no unity.
He consists· of a number of differenit 'I's, some of which are false and
others real..
These ' I' s are separated f'rom ea.oh other by screens, or
'buffers' as they were called, so that one group of 'I's is incapable·
of seeing any ot'her.
Before we had the meditation, our object was to endeavour t-o obs-erve
these different- 'I's, and to destr.oy the 'buffers' between them-.
In this
· Wa,Y we hoped t:o eliminate what was f'a.lse in ours.elves:-, and to keep only-,
what was real.
But the meditation has.· changed our- v.iewpoin;t: completely.
We now know· t'hat -the half hour can take US> awe::, f:rom the eontradic.tions
of these d'l.f'-ferent 'Ps· ito a place where :\here is uni.V•
As one
oan see f'rom -the d=i.agram, when we approach the point oft-he triangle we
crome into what we really a.re - we beoome ourselves.
Even a- modera:te>
degree of suo:cess in finding this place twie-e a. day can have a very big
effect.

And· indeed, when we have experienced what is real in ouraelveS<.,

who cares any longer about the false?
The meditation is designed to bring the whole mind into unity. As
we <rontinue wi.th . it-, all the man,y o:on:fli~ing 'I"s: at the top of t-.he
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'

/
a-ourc-e........

d iagra.m will in time bec:ome aligned, as it were, with the., one 'I' at the:
point of the triangle, and the mind will beo~me one-pointed.
means that the whole mind will be available

at onc,e, for-

&JY'

This
pl!Oblem

with which it haa- t-o deal, and at the same t'ime, all eonf'.l.icts in the
mind will disappear •.
So· there is no need t:or· any of our .-, I's to be a,bandoned.

Once ·

'they are all brought irrt'o line with the one 'I' at the point oft-he
triangle, they come · int'o, their own - t-hey find tne'ir right- place.
Like

8.'

o.i. ty full

of different people· - every kind of pel"Son has a. c.ervam

function - a ri~h-fi' relation to the city as a whole.
for the_ .:fu+filmettti-i :°f':.-.the eity~
mal\Y

'lr' s · are

there for t-he

fulfilment:-

They are all there

In the same w~ a.ll our
·of ourselves.
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The purpose of these discussions ir:; to underst8J'ld the medita.tioll not just the was 0£ doing it - the techni-que - but the whole idea of
the meditation., regarded as a method·, a wa:;, of life.

Perhaps, 11one of us :f.ully realise how differemt thiB' method is frem
anything we have met before, or are likely to meet again.

Let us tey

to get back to the beginning - let us try to remember what we were told

about it originally.
First, we- were told. that it can take us 'all the way'•
Thi-s meansthat it is not an adjunct or ancillary to ·other practical methotts·,_
but is e-4mplete in i.tself' as a way to the fulfilmen-t of life.
It was
described, if you remember, a.a: the 'wa;r of the kouseholder'.
This implies
that it is specially intended for poople like ourselvgs who are leading busy
lives, and does, not require to be carried out under special conditions-.
Next, it was made· elear that no special preparation. is nee-ded before
we embark on it, and that aiwone can do it who is reasonably sane.

Ualike

the tra.dd:t-iol\a.l methods· of the past, it does not require long and arduous
d.ia~iplines, and ev~ in. a :few week:S' can show many of the results which

other methods take years to achiev0.

Unlike other methods it worm from .
( •·

.. ~ )

the top - from the highest level of ocnsoi-owmess - whereas other me-thods/

work from the bottom, by teaching eontrol of our f'uno:tions, before higher

levels are reached.
makes thi-s- possible.

It is· t .h e spec-.ial nature of the technique, which

Then it was explained that the method works because of' a certain

principle, - that the mind goes na.tura.lly towards the place ef greatest
happj,-ness.
The mind is always searchiDg for happiness, and. it ueually
looks for it outside us, in everyday things.
If we can give it a turn
inward~, ~d ~tar-t repeating the mantra, it will be a.ttracted to it,
and will
follow it :further, until the source of tllo mantra is reached.
There is no n0ed to hold the attention on the mantra, for the mind ia
attracted to it naturally.

And the further it gets,, the more attractive

the mantra bee:omes, beeaus-e in the deeper parts of the mind everythi:ng
is bliss-.
To illustrate t-his, a. simple diagram was shown:- ( s.ee 5/26 )
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When we start doing the meditation we are at the top 0:f the triangle,
whioh is the ordinary level of mind we use every .day.

When th1!! mantra

is repeated, the vibrations it produces d:ome , f.rom: 'the bo1rtom- o:f:
the trial'lgle, and the mi-n d is dra~ towards them - attracted by 't.lieir

rhythm.

Gradually the mind is drawn tewa.rd.s the source of the mantra, ·.

and the nearer it gets to the source, the more it experiences bliss.
Eventually, at some point near the bottom of the triangle, the mantra
becomes too subtle for the mind to grasp, and 1t transcends.

But when

the mind returns to the ordinary level at the top cf the triangle it ·
brings some of the subtle energy back with it - energy which is on a very
high level, and is capable of transfarmiilg the quality of the mind.
And so the process is repeated - like dipping a piece of cloth in yellow
every time the cloth is dipped it becromes saturated with dye, but

dye

after a while the colour will fa.de in the light of the sun.

In order

to make the colour permanent the p'.!"ocess has to be repea.t&d. again and
again.

So the method we have to fellow is very simple.

We do the meditati on

in the moriting, and during the day the effects' of the meditation Ul'lfold.
We de not have to remember what the transcendent is like, or try to
recapture i -t, f'or the mind is saturated with it - we~ it.

But after

a few hours the e-f:f'ecrls of the morning's meditation will beaome less vivid,
and by" evening it is time to return to it again.

In this way we· gradually
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trane:form the quality of energy iu the mind, and in time thi~
tra.ns:f&rmatioll will beGome -perma.11en.t.

Wh.en this o·o nditicn. is,

reached, the full value of life will be achi~ved.

That is all ther-e is: to it.
Nothing else is n.ec.essary, in fac.t,
other- di-sc-iplines may ae:tua11y, interfere, for they tend t.e hold the
mind at the top ot· the tri-a ngle - on the thinking leiml - and so
prevent it from following the mantra towards the sour~a.
There were ma.ny"questions ra.i-s-ed. a.t this time, by those who were
doing the meditation.

A :n.umber o:f the questions referred to thoughts: -

whether thoughts-· interfered with the meditati-on and how they should be
d.eal t with.
In prin.oiple the answer to this qu.esti-on was that thoughts

<----~ ) they
.

ha:v.e :rto importanc-e -rt:hat

can lle -disregarded.

Thoughts

belong to the top of the triangle, and the more the mind is attracted
below the surface towards the bliss whic-h belongs to the mantra, the less,

they will concern us.

Like the stars in the sky - when the sun comes out

~hey cannot be seen, yet they are there all the time.
So there i8 no
question of' trying to still our though-ta, and under no circumstances do
we struggle with them, or oppose them in any way.
Another series of questions- related to the effec.iis· of the meditati-on.
Should any steps be ta..'lceri to save the energy we get from it, and n·o t to
wast~ it during the day?
The answer to this question was very definite.
When you get up from the meditatio:a you go stra.i-ght a.head into the dq's
work like a. li-on-.
At no point de you look back on yourself, or try to
save you:r energy, but let the energy from the meditation unfold naturally,&
Then the ef'f'eots e-f" the meditation will c:·irculate as they should.

Questiont! also arose a.bout attention - particularly· about trying to
hold . attention on yourself and what y:-ou are doing at the same time, which .
wa.s a

discipline which. many of us had been trying toearry ou1.

We were

told that thi-s is not a good practic.e, for it tends to split the attention
and dull the mind.
Better to keep the period 0£ meditation for going·
inwards, and the rest of the day for going outwards.
Then the energy
will flow naturally, and the mind will work as it should.

Other questions related to preparation for the meditation.

Should

one try to get into a good state before doing it, for instance, by·
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readi-n g something to quieten our thoughts and bring emotion ?
Once
again, the anewer to this question was quite de-finite.
The less
preparation the better.
By prepari~ for the meditati,on. we tend to
d.evelop an attitude to it which is unnatural.
The meditation works
o:n. us as we are - good state or bad it makes n.o difference.

In this c-onnec.tion reference was often made to what was called
•ucd making'.
Man;y systems of medita.ti-on, and indeed ma.n;r religious
tra.di t ions and eohools depend on holding a.1t a.im i ·n mind.
But with this
method we were told not to hold any aim in mind, but to go straight into
meditati-on without ai,y thought about where we wanted to get.
Wl\Y was
this?
It is not generally realised how imaginary
how unreal If we ii.ave no
many of our ideas about the transcendent actually are.

wa.v of reaching it - ii' a.11 our experience is conf'ined to the surface
layers at the top of the triangle - then it is quite pessible to make a
false picture in our minds of what it is like

~or

a kind of coeoon which

eventually: gets :m1.-sta3¥~n
th~f real thing;.
This false pio·t ure can
prevent the meditation from working, for it tends to hold the mind in
the surface layers and prevent it :from going deep.
As it was put
to us at the time, trying to imagine what the kingdom of heaven is like
is one thing, getting on the train .and going there is another.
One ot)ler thing which easily gets forgotten - great importance was
attached from the beginning to the idea of happiness.
This was
something new for us, for previ-oualy we had la.id much greater st~s on
conaei-ousness - on the possibility of changing the level of our
consciousness, on methods of practising awareness, on the fact that man
is asleep, and how he can awake.
It soon became clear tha..t thi-s
method had a dif~erent approach.
The practice of maintaining awareness
of 'waking up' as we called it, requires constant effort, and we were
always told that the further one gets, the more ef:fort is required.
This
somewhat depressing prospeo:t was turned turtle by the meditation.
Here
wae a. method whic.h required no efi'ort at :all - a natural prooess which
tock cne to the kingdom of heaven automatically.
Many people refused
to believe i -t , but when one tried, one found i -t was actually true.
Withi·n
a litt'le- -wbi-le one discovered, deep down within one, a great store ef
happiness - a pla.c:e where nothing negative crould possibly exis-t.
Later,
it bee-rune · clear why thi-1!1 was so.
At the source of creation there arethree prinei-p les - absolute, o.-o·n sciousneas and bliss.
Absolute means,
oneness, identity, 'I'.
Consciousness is awareness of this 'I', and
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bliss- - well, · bliss is really beyond description, but it is that which
unites, the other two princ:iples;, and holds·· everything together.
W-ow the way to the absolute is long and arduomt - it involves-

retirement· f'rom the world - giving up every-thing, lika a hermit or

a rec,luse. .

The wa;r to conso:-icmsness is shorter, but none the less

it can only be carried out in the speo--ia.l eond.itions of a etchool,
under the direa.'t gu:idanoe of a teacher - that is what so few people
seem to realise nowada;y-s.

But the wq to blis--s is very easy.

ene knows· how, it oan be reached in a half hour's medi-tati-on.

If
And

when one reaches it, one finds that unity and conseieusness exist
there too.

That is the great secret.

Ma.ey- people want to find

uni-ty, many peoplo want to reach higher states of o.~nsciousness.

But-

ev.eryon.e in his heart of hearts, wants· to find happiness - wantsc to
e:x:periencre bliss.

And yet !)E)ople turn away from i -t - they keop

on reverting to the idea that effort is necessary - that nothing can
be, got without suf':fering.

The old ideas, die slowly·, but sooner or

later they will gr,, and then this method of meditation will o:ome

into its · own,.
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What'- is the purpose or· meditation - what is· it actually for?

The one* w-ho gave it t-o us defined it- as "a met:hod of' drawing tne··
attention towards'the inner glory, a met'hod whereby our cronso:ious·

mind' can explore the inner-avenues of" being, and ra.thom·t-he d:ept'hs
or· the real', lasting· gl.ories of' lire."
And then he went- on t-o
S!ey' that "in the West meditation is understood to be just a superfiC'iaL
t-hing, superficial in the sense that you take a line or, a senterure or
a thought- and -frhink a.bout it.
Alwa,ys· remaining on the menta.-1 thinking"
leve2 is like trying to explore the entire pond just 1:iy swimming · on the
surf'ace.
By remaining all the t-ime on the surf'a.c.e of" life, on the
thinking level of the mind, all the avenues· of life will not be
explored.
Much greater depth is there underneath the waters,. DiV1ing
is necessary.
Coming·up is necessary.
Meditation is that teclmique
whi<.rh orings oun- mind rrom t-he surf'ace of life t·o the d!epvh of
our being,."

*

Maharishi

Now· man ha.Et' alwa,yas known that this inner glory e:x:istft'. in the

depth of his being.

It is· this that Chris.t is-referring t-o, when
he says,, 'The kingdom of heaven is- within you' •
But man· has always
asmuned" that tne way to this inner glory involves effort and struggle.
In his attempts to find it he has given up the worltt - has: beeam~ a
recluse, a,n aseetie:, meditating in thefores-t.
Or he has, given his
0

life to

a,,

monastery - abandoned everything he possessed, even. his·

name.

Or he ha-s.· spent many years, of his- life in an esot'eric, school,

following special me't'-hod's of" increasing: and sustaining: conse-iousness

under -ffue guidanee of' a. teacher-.

All the-se ways are· arduous and

diff.j_cult--, and they all, t-o a. greater or less-er extent,. involve
retirement' from the world..

We neea another- way - a wa:, whicll will

enable us to find -this· inner glory while rema-ining in the world, s-o
that we can br-ing it more, and' more int-o our- everyday life.
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Now iihis mevhod: of meditation is d.'iff'erenir f':rom a11- other
methods - it is· d:if'ferent in one important:: respee:t' - ic-:t- dioes· not
require· work on t-he cont'rol of our fune,t ions.

Other· methods

d.epend on thisc - they require long· and sustained. efforts t-o contlro:t.
our.· t-houghts, :for instanc:e-,. or de'o.liberate attempts -to a.c-hieve•
mastery over our feelings· and s-ensations·.

Work of t'his· kind

can only be earried out under spacial e-ondittons,, and' it- requires
the, c:on1tinuous: guidance- of"

a;·

teacher.

:But thiB' method depends

on° GOmet:hing· qui tac dif'"ferent - it depends- on the f'act- t'hat d'eep
down· within us: i&· a great store o:t happines:s, and onc:e the· mind

gets the- tas:te of' this happinemr, it- ,-rill go in that din-eetion
o~- i

t-s own a-oo:ord.
In order t-o explain how thi~ met-hod worker, it will he-lp to

start

i-Vi th a;

very simple die-gr-am - a circlo, with a: point- in the

centre•:-

fig.I.
The c·ircle represents, man, and the point in t-he cent're is
the· plaa-e of happiness· - the- inner- glory which e:x:isi;S' wi t-hin him·.

On t .h e outside edge, of" the eircr-le· - around t-he perimeter- - is: that
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Part' o:fi" us whicrh was described a~

tf"he ·mental thin..'lcing level·'-

in other: wonds-, that part o-f' the mind where all our tlioug:h:!i:s,
fee-lings: and seJI~iir6u are re:f'I-emen:.

OrdJina.rily.1 iihe· attenidon ia, a"&tratrt.ed outwa:rds,- t-owards this
part:: of'· tl__e miru:1.- :ti-ecausa· it· refil.etrt-s· whatt is· g~ing· on: in i;he

woria aroundl

us,.

Buv when we rro the meditation it- i~ attracted

inwards· t-owarda t'he centre, because-· -that is- where ithec 'V'ibrations

from the mantra· are c-oming :from.

.A!r the. :vibrations, fl.rom ithe

mantra come fl!-om the oen~,- they c:arry wit-h them a tame or'

a;

perfume of t-he· · happiness- which erlsts, at t-he centre, and' so t-he,
mind is attracted towards: it.
it is- always- searahing f'or happiness

Th& mind is so made that

like water running' down a

s-lope, ii, tend.s alway& to go in that d'ir-e-etion.

And: s-o once• it

has, experienced th& taste--, it will go towards the centre naturaliyr there is: no need to :force- i-t to go t'here, it will find it-sway·

there of' i tff:'. own ac.uord.
That is:" why thia method does. not- require aey ef'-fort or· struggle.
In fact, s:ny ef'f:bnt on our part will. tend 1ro hold t-he attention in

the outer part of the cirele - the mental t1rl.nking leve::l..
Many systelitS" o:f meditation pr:obably never get below thia leveL -

they :never experience mone "tfua.n the surf'a-ce of'thepond.
This,, in very general term1J, is h:ow the meditation works.

And

if• we er.an· get int-o the· w~ o:f:• d:oing· .it- regularly, it will_ have- a

vecy pr-ofou.nd eff'eet on: our whole being.

Like- dipping clot-h in a

dye, every time· the cloth is-· d:ipped the colour becomes- de.eper.
Sooner· or later- thee whole mind will be sa-tur.ated wi tn the h~piness,
· the inner· glory whie-h belongs· t-o the centre of t-he eire:le-, and! t·hen
our everyday life will be difTerenv - it- will be· :f"illed with new
meaning· - new understanding· of t-he world' in which we· live.
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.. ...

(
)
What is meant- by 'diff"erent levels· of crons-c.iousneS'S''?/ The- point

is

that our differen:t:- levels of'' c-orumiousneaB be'long:- t--o d:ifferent:: minds minds which· in the orttina.ry way we ar& not-- aware of, sd.mply beea.1.lS'e' we
are- not- able t-o onnta.ct t-hem~

The only mind we are aware- of in the ominary we::, is:- t:hat- whieh. b.e1.'ong£§
tec ourr everyd'ay wa.'lcing S:ta-te-.
level. of" energy.

This mind. works with a· c-ompa.rative1y law

When· we go t-o a-leep at night, it-s c-.om:m:iorumes:s

d-isappears·, more or· less·..

Ifut- s:omet'imes it'- rec:eives reflecr.tiontF :fnom1

a much d:e=e-per- level o-r mind, refle~ions which we ealI. dreams·..
deeper- mind contains· many t-hings- - it- is· like·

t!'

This

house with many rooms .... and

iii:worka· wit'h a leve,l of' energy which is- quite, indescribably dif'.'feremt fronn

t-heo- rirst-.

Ifut- beyond this deeper- mind is- yat anot'her nd.nd ._ -

a mind

wb.ieli works with a 1eve1 of' energy indeseribably d.iff'.'e-rent- again.

che;rac-teristio :feature of this- third level

or

Th-e

mind is· that it" never s:leeps ..

Whether- we are given- an ana--esthetta or- ge-1; hit over- the head it- remains
a:wake, :for if' it went t'o sleep we should di&.
Let us put thes&- d1ff'ererrt- levels of· mind in the cirela.

area = are:a I - is- we1'.l enough known t-o us ..

The out-side

Ifwe are on the lookout

for it we can sometimes- catch it waking up in the· morning.

A momenit or-

two bef"'ore, everything was vecy still and quiet - and: then, sudden-l.yr, i,'t

all :flows· in,- like ~he- ine-oming tide across the sand.

We remember· where·

we are-, what da;y of' the week it is, what we· have· to do·, an.et so on.

what wast-here be:fore, while we were S'till asl'eep?

But-

This would be a;:r:'-ea 2.
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area I

fig.2

Area 2 is a deep emotional part of the mind which we, know
very little about- in t-he ordinary way •.

in the heart

iv

When we feel s:omet.hing·

eomeg, f'rom here,- bee-.au.se, it is· this part-- of t-he:

mind in which the heart is. reflec:ted •.

All!. ou:rr vivid emo-t-ional

memories· are s-t-ored a:w~ i-n this part of us, - when people remember
things, whic:h happened. leng · a.go as, if they were ye-s-terdzjr, for ·

ins:t a.nc:.e. ·

And time is- quite d:if'f'erent- too, as one might expect- -

the ordinary before-- now - a:f'terkind of t'ime does not: exist:.

B"ut perhap::r the most- important thing a.bout this'. part of' the mind
is tha:t it cone.:erner ones-elf' - one's aimsc, one's· real desires,, one-' s

own lif'e and evel!'yt-hing:· it- c-ontains.

Like· a big· depa:rtmerrt: st-ore-,

whia-h o:ontains everything we r-e:ally want, or a hous-e, fulll. of" treasure-

- thrl is· what it is like.,
The- e.--entra.1 area. - area- 3 - is· quite· di:f'f.eren.t-.

In passing: from.

area. 2 into a:rez 3 we go- from t'heo individual into the' univers-a-1..
Afl, tl'i.e lif'.e of' a single· tree stands.·_in· relation to· t'he who:l e, f'orest

to wbie:h

it

belongs,, or the -li.f'~, of" a single star

in

rel~tion· t-a

the whole of the milky way - that is the cti-fferenc-e -betwe-en them...
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The ordinary mind of area I finds- it d"iff icul t t-o register experfem:-e
on tchis· level, yet s-ometimes· we, get

a;

g-.limps-e- - a feeling of' expansi:on.

perhaps.,,, int-o- s-omething mue-h big~r t:ha.n ones-elf'•.

And y.et it: is-

ones=elf' t hat expands, - the tree beenmea- t-he forest t ·o which itbelongs, the &tar bec-omes-: t-he· millcy-· way ••••
Diff ieult- -to speak aliout' t-hes-e things,.

Yet: there is- a great

deal of obje<rlive knowledge t-o draw on° - knowledge whie-h
very helpful.

We know,:

r or

<n3Jl

bee

instance,. that t-hes-e different minds:

work a-t enormously differerrt:- speeds - tha-t

a:rex

2 is- many· t-housand

t'imes faster than area I, and area; 3 many t-hous-and timesfa&ter again.

Thig can explain why time-· is so different- for e-ach of them, and why:
memory is different too.
So the study of different levels of consc1ousness c.an t-ake us
much further than one-· might suppos·e ·.

We have t:o c:ollec:t evidenoo,

then it, may be possible t ·-o disc.-over many things.
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What is· the real dif-ferencre be.twe-en- our actions?"

Can we say

that some of our· actions· are right', and others wrong?:
All

our- ordinary actions move in a: direction round the c:irole.

To a greater or les~er· extent- they repeat themselve~ - t-hey happen
aga'in and again.

Of this'. kind: of' action we·· cannot scay tnat one

i13; nghir and anot"her wrong..

We have no e.hoic~ - ithey happen.

area I

fig.3
In the outer a.rea. of the aircJ.e (area; I) everyirhi:ng- happens· in

time.

Day foll'ows day, week- follows week-, year :follows· year, and

all' the ordinary small events· of' our lif'.e :follow suit.

In t-he mli.ddla

area· (a.rea· 2) things a.re repeated in eternity.

a;

This· is-

different:

kind of happening - it refers· tu man.y things· in our life which have
always bee~ like our childhood momenter, or when we, fall' in· love, or
choose a· career, or make'· certa-i.n b.ig deo·isions.

In a· sense· these

'frhings a.re much more inevitable, much more unchangeable.
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But the e:entral area- (area: 3) is different:.
US:'

This- part of

is above the level of· aotions - it· is where everything.· exiatl!r

in pot'ential..

And so evecyt-hing irr our life ia always there- - all

our- pomdbilities, a;1l our past,, our prese-nt- and our future - all_ of·

it erls:ts side by aide.
Now in the crent1ta;l area o:r:· the airc)le there is- n-o sucll t-hing~

as: wrnng-.

H'ow can it b-e·,, then,, that wrong actions· happen:?

Th-eye

happen when, our con.neetion wi t-h 'the aent're- has· been, los1t or- forgotten.
S'o t'he line which eon."leets, us: with t'he e-entre- - the radial:_ co-ordinate
of the circle· - is- the wa:y t-o right action-.

Movement- along this

Iine:- movement towards· the centre - llrings· us nearer to what is righ-t:.
And ir- in· time- we· mm efrlablish a permanent- eonneetion wit-h the
centre, wrong actions will beeome: impoaribl&- for us-.

How ean t-his

e:onn-eetiorr be_ rn;w.e?:

ther-e is no

By practisi.ng_ thee meditation

o:t-he:rr Wa:J'•

This:-, then, ia- the- meaning- of the symboI from t-he- point· of vie-w of·

ao_tion..

Let use now cnruitid'er- it f.rom1 t-he point- of' view· a£: be-ing:.,.

AS' we have said,- movemen'.t- round: the c:ir-cire is- eone-ernett wi t-lt paan±ng

t-ime.

In this d1reetion,- thereffore,- the- pr-es-ent- moment- d'oea not

exist- - i't'- is disa.-ppearing @nti.nu.ous]y from 'the f'utu:rre int-o t-he- past.
But movement, tawards- the c:entre of t-he ei.re-le is: along the line

of' J!m!•
exist..

D-iree-tly we turn our attention along this· line we,

For- 'now' has- a differen:tc value• - a d:ifferen-t-

du.rat'ion - the nearer we get t-o -the centre.-

r ...

W&

And the ne-arer we get t-o the centre of' the c-ircle- the greatelt'

'now' bee-omes.
area;

ar& -

rn the out-side area -

the- value of 'now' i5' oniw a few s-e-e:onds.

This, is· 'now'

for· thee ordinary level o:f 0:0nso-iousness - our ordinary waking· sta:te.
For- the middle area of' the c:ir<tle - area 2 - 'now' ±s- very much
-bigger
night:.

perhaps aquivalent t-o several hours-, or even a- d~- and a
For the c-entral are-a - area 3 - 'now' is muah biggel.' atill

it m~ even extend t-o t-he leng't;b of' our whole life.

And at t-he·

e-entre of' 'lthe cdre:le 'now' i's infinit&, or eternal.

It is this whieh

we mean when we speak of· the 'eternal now'.

If our d'ailT life has no 'now.- In it we do not erist, we have
no being.

This-· ia a very unc-omfortarrle thought- - that s-o: mue-li of'

our life is spent in this wrzy - in non-exia-tene:eec

But 1rhe purpoete

of the meditation is to bring- 'now' into our daily lJi:fe: - that fs
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pre-e·ise ly what ii: is- for-.

By turning, our atten.ti.on a-long the-

0

line of' 'now' and by finding our· way t ·o wa:rds, the c-en:ti:r-e: of irhe
air.cle., for two periods· every day, we- find in time- that the valueof •now' has inerea-s-ed.

Gradually our d.aily life beginsc 1to have

more and' more: 'now-' in it - grad:ua-lly we begin ' to- exist, and: the
level of our· being· inereases.

When t-his happens- we- find thart t-he

we:y we-: s:pend our tinre is differ-ant.

Ins:1:ead of the past- and t-he.,

future·, it is the present moment on whic--h we spend our energy.,
And in a strange- way t-he pain a.ncr the :f'u:tur~ ~olve the~lves ......
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Let us get back tG the beginning - to the real nature of this
method of meditation.
ifh.y was it made to seem so easy?
Some of
us thought it was a confidence trick - a device to persuade us to do it.
But it was precisely here that we missed the point, for the meditation
cmly works when it is easy - if it requi-re.s effort and struggle it has
turned into something else.
Wh,y should aBYOne think it difficult to go along the line of now?

Difficult, perhaps, to let go the line of' time, but not di:f'fioult to go
along the line of now.
Like water running down a slepe - once we
a.re on the slope, the mind follows of its own accord.
But how do we get
011 the slope?
Simply by turning the attention onto the mantra. - nothing
else.
Once this is done, the rest follows naturally.
Underlying this technique is a profound understanding of the differen~~
between actions.
In the holy tradition i;o which it belongs, it is said
that this meditation conta.i11S three elements - the one who is meditating,
the mantra., and the object of meditation, and when these three elements
come tegether as ene, the purpose ef meditation has been. achieved.
But
wl\y do they come together as one?
When w0 start doing the meditation
these three e:lements are olearly separate.
The one who is medi ta:ti:r.g is
passive, the mantra is aotiv~, and the cbject ef meditatien is a third
element, not easy to define, which we have suggested is connected with
memory.
We take a certain word from our memory - the mantra - and reduce
it and reduce it until the word has disappeared and. only pure memory is left,
In. this way a store of pure memory gradually- accumulates in the mind. This
is a quite def'inite and very exact precess - a. refining process, similar in
principle to producing pure sugar from sugar cane, e>r distilling pe:r,£ume
from f'lower~.
When a. suffieient store cf pure memory has a.eaumulated,
a second process takes place - the process described in the holy tradition and the three elema11ts of meditation o-ome together.
This :prooes:s is
similar to that Gf fusing the colour of a dye.
\lhen: the temperature
reachea a. certain optimum the dye fuses into the cloth, in just the
same way as the three elements of' meditation come together.
And as- a
result of this prooess we become united with the centre of' the Gi-r ele •
This prooe81!!1 is not, of c:ourae, within our direct c.ontrol, and it
only comes about after the meditation. has been going on for some while.
Unlike the first process it i& a single e-ven~, very difficult to descri-be,
after which the mantra acmes back and we start at the beginning again.
But not quite at the beginning, for eaoh time it happen.a:: we are that
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But what effect does· it have?
muc:h nearer the centre of' the ci.rale.
It is a w~ of filling tlle mind with pure memory from the aentr&•, , s--o· that
when we get up from meditation and go through the dq this memory fall&
upon objects, of sense and wo remember what to do.
Aetually, pure memory
knowa what to do before we 'becrome aware of it, and sc it is already don&.
Diffic.ult to uniersta.n.d., for in the centre of the 0:irel.e everything' ie
already known:, and time does· not exist.
As a matter of fact, this process, which we ca.D:. call 'remembering:" , is

There a.re- pleltty

11ot by azr;r means (U)nfined; to the half' hour's meditation.

of examples: of it in life,. if only we knew where to look for· thenr.
Whe-n
Mozart was e~mposing mu.si~ he had a very pure memory.
The whole c:omposition
unfolded in front of hur, Mt by bi-t, so elearly that he al>uld retain i•t all
a.l'\d write it down1whenever he liked to do so.
Mozart did not have the med'i tati·oll -

aEt

far as we know - whi-oh rather

goes to show that this process of remembering is a gift whid some people,

re.at it is soaething whicl\ creative people·
are always- searching for - trying this or that manoeuvre to recapture it.
The meditation is a wq of making it .available, so that we-, can alwa.',"s, ha.ve
access t-o it when needed.
The writing:, do.,._ process; which Mozart was- apparenitly able to do wit-h
all the children and grandchildren playing around him in the same room, itJ

have naturally.

As a matter of

1

a third proc:ese - one which is predominantly active.

It i ·s simply a wq

of fixing memory - of giving it a permanl3:n.t place along the line of time.
Unless t-his is done the memory evaporatee,, which is- w}v ~ne ha.a such

strong urge to do scmething about it.
Mozart 1 s

If it is truly creative -

~

all'

with

o:ompositions• - they will b&- fixed along a new line of. time, in a

quite new diree;t;ion from SDYthing which happened before,.

And thi•s i line

of time ~·s , of ~urse, still with us today.
So here are tlmee different processes- oonnec.ted with the medi'tation.
The first i-s prodominantly passive, and. inov-es ,1.u,,,afflB a l ~ -fl\& . l'ine,,_o:f•

The seOl)nd is when the dy-e is £used into the cloth, at -the aentre

circJ.e-.

cf

tn.-ow• .

the

And the third. is predominant-ly active, and moves outwards along
the line of time.
As you ma;r have realised, each prooess moves · naturally
1'nto the next - a fact whic-h bec:omes mueh clearer when one sees- them in
the diagram.
(s:~e _ 5/ 4l
·)
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cld line of time

creative

The three processes we have been. discussing are a parti-oular oase
of a general law called the Law of Three Forces. *
You will see that
each proo.ess c:ontains three elements er forces, and the dif:ferenoe between
one precess and another is determined by'- the order in which the;y operate.
In the meditation. we called .these three forces the one who is meditating,
the mantra, and the objec~ of meditation, but in a general sense the;y
are passive, active, a.n:d·"Wha;t .· tor lao:k of a. better term we call neutral.
For oonvenienae let us call the active force I, the passive force 2,
and the neutral force 3.
Th.en the three processes we have been discussing
will be as follows:(* see Vol IV,Levels &
2
meditation
I - 3
Laws 5)
2 I
remembering
3
creative action.
.I - 2
3
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We Call now see more ~learly how these three processes lead into each
other, as follows:-

2 - I - 3 ••••• 3 - 2 - I.~ ••• I - 2 - 3
Bui,.

there are ao.:tually si-x different C?.~~iina.t.
t ~~·-.~
.ali
:~o,aeuea
~·- _·-·
--~·:.
· --.-· ·. _-,.---~
,

~1:t:ojet~

~~--~,

· ..

..

·- ,

.

:: ,,

..

.

This is a. mathematical fa.at from whie.h there is no escape.

And wh.en Mr OU$pensky f'irst °"old us a.bout aj;l· thi~~ he used: -to_ :sat,--

tb.at the :first three - the ones we have been:- discussing - are on a higher
level in the order of creation than the others.
In order to understand what -ha meant , · . let us imagine what happens
••

•

.. . .

- ~!

•

,

when a great period o~ cultural achi~vement is O'reat~d in man~s histor;r.
Consider the oi'Vi'l!~atf.on ot: . anci'81it 'Greeee-,.:for ' instancO:.--> Long
be:fore the a.tlciepted iate lcnown to historians, somewhere, perhaps in Egypt

or the East, preparatory work towards the fcrmation c:f such a c·i,rilisation
must have been going on.

What this preparator;r work actually was we

have li-ttle or no id.ea, for there is obviously no reo-ord of suc.h a thing,

but there is one fao:t of whicll we: e_Q

~

rea.e o~-b~ _gt\iry'ain ... it -OC>M~'S ted

mainly in the :first of these three processes - the process 2 - I -

3.

Somewhere, in some organisation on a. very high level - a~ we know BUeh
organisations exi-s ted a.t that tirae - . work was going on. in distilling ,

.~

pure m&mO?!Y

nee~ .·

f·or suoh a a.i:vilisaticn to be created; ·~

memory of scmething which had never happened before.

At a certain

moment in history, whell su:f:f"icient memory had been c-olleeted, there was
a. flash of inspiration, and the whole idea came into bei11g.

In thief one

moment- the ,dye- ·wa,s :, ;fu:s.ed int~ the cloth, and Greek oiv.ilisatic• had begun..

During the years that followed it on.ly remained.;. u

it did with Mozart -

But as we knew
for histor;r to be written down -~ the process I - 2 - 3.
tee well, other factors cannot be excluded - processes which beC'Ome an.
essential part of li£e as a. new o-iviliaatio• develeps along the line ef
time • . Th~se further processes have the erder of forces 2 - 3 - I,

3 - I - 2, and I - 3 - 2.
The process I - 3 - 2 is ~ajly: the fi~--er the.a~ t ~, to ap-paar. It
is the wcq thil\gs t811d to happen. alcng the line· or ti•e - they bee-time
habitual and repetitive, Md ultimate~ lose their meani11g.
When the

-me~i.l1g ~ · all

gpii~i the pr~ss 2 -.;. 3 -

:t begins t.o work.

'11hi·, p~oo.aas
is ci>nn~~d .w ith ;~iil, -with' imaginaticn.
It is wllat 'is t-:et'M-~ t o ·in the
Old Testameni, whe?\: it ia· said "Thou shalt noi: mak&-unto teyself a:ny- graven
image" •

This rather f ornti.4a.ble eommandnlen.t rinq)lzy' meal\8 that if y,ou try-

to imagine what God is lik& ycu will make a :false pictu:D'e in your mind -

a.l'ld that is where ·all the ,trouble begins.
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And vhen there is the process 3 - I - 2.

Thi-s proetess is connected

with d.estrueti-on, often with violen~.
When it happens-, as it does· in
the world arou.nd us· all the time, ii: seems, to us just too awful, and we
cannot understand

what it means.

But if'you look at it on a larger, and

a longer scale, sometimes you realise that certai·n thinga..:nave to b.e,
dest:uoyed - they have to di&integra;te, in order that somethitlg· new can
take their place.

Eventually even the Greek ciw.lisation had to disappear,

but what would be needed in the world t ·o day for the same thing- to happen
agam1·

2- I

3

disti-lling or refining processes.

3-

I

artistie; inspiratio•, 'remembering'.

2

creative work.

2

J-I

3-I.-2

I - 3 - 2

imagi-natien, magi-o.

disintegration, violence.
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Those of us who are doing the meditation are naturally- anxious
to know how it works.

More particularly we would like to know

where it will lead us, and how it differs from· all the other method.s
available in the world today.
The meditation has two sides.

One side· is the technique itself -

the half hour which we d.o twice a day - and the other sid.e is the time·
in betweero - the wey we spend our daily life.

The time in between-

is actually just as important as the half hour itself.
important?

But how is it

Not, :perhaps·, quite as one thinks •• ••

When we were given the meditation originally--, the wey it works was
explained in the following way:"We d.ip a white cloth in a yellow dye and let it remain in t he dye
to be coloured for a few minutes.

Then we take it out and expose

i-t to t he sun till the colour begins to fade.

We repeat the same

process, again putting the cloth into the sunlight till the colour
facles.

Similarly, we meditate for about half an hour and follow

this by coming out to act in practical life for about ten hours,
by which time we begin to feel that we are out of the influence of
the morning meditation.

We meditate again in the same way and ' ·

*

again let the influence fa.de by c::oming out into practical life.••"
By repeating this process da.y after day, we are t old- that the

influenc-e of the meditation - the spee:ial energy we d.erive from it - will
become infused., little by little, into the ordinary levels of mind we
use during the day.
meditation?

What is this speci al energy we derive from the

When the mantra transcends, as it should do during the

course of the half hour, the ordinary consciousness of our waking state
becomes uni tea., for

1:t

few brief moments, with the universal consc·iousness

at the source of our being.

When we come back to the ordinary level, we

bring some of this universal consciousness back with u~.
That is how
the process of infusion talces place - that is what is meant by dipping ·
t he cloth in the dye.
Sooner or later, or so we are assured, this process of infusion will
be complete.

And when this has c:ome about everything in life will be

permeated with this universal consciousness.

In ot her words, everything

in life will be bliss, for the bliss which belongs to the universal level
will be present in every a spect

* Mah a rishi

of our day to day experience.
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Now the main point about the med:itation - that which makes it
different from any other method we have ever heard: about - is tha-t
~

change which ta.ke:s.· place is not of' our own doing; it- comes· about

naturally.

This, fbr ;S-Ome people is·

a;

dif'"fioul ty.

They a:r-e eto

us-ad t-o the · idea, of' d.oing that they cannot give it up..

Certainly

d.ise-ipline is- nee-essa.ry in keeping-- to regular periods · of· med.itation,
and in ca;rrying- out the tec-hnique c:orrec•t ly, but in between we are
free - :free t o enjoy t he effects of the haTf' hour in carrying out our
Fo:r. it is when the special energy we g ei; f'rom the half'

daily work.

hour o·an l>e expressed through our daily actions th&,i; the process begins
to work - it is when the cloth is put out- in the sun that the

eye,

bec-omes f'ixed •.

Sooner or later we begin to re-alise that 'doing;·', in the sense o:f
a;chieving anything worthwhile in life·, c-omes- from beyond us - it comes-,
not from the ordinary level of oneself', but- f':rom a mue:h deeper source
e-onnected with the half'· hour's me<iitat ion.
more and more.
But it is: precisely he-re tha-t. one tends to go wrong.

One tries t o

get to it- by thinking - by· remembering·what the experience of'' it is- like,
and s-o trying · t-o bring· it baek into one's· mind.

This· is a mistake -

it replaces the real thing by one's own image of'. it-.
a-

Like a scent or

per-fume- o-f roses - one cannot get the scent o:f roses· b;p- thinking-· about

them, one has t ·o go into t he garden and. :f'ind them.

The scent of"

roses is carried on the air by molecule-a - each molecule carries· a
little- store o-f scent.

In the same way the mantra: carries the scent

of the· absolute·- - every time it is repeated it brings a little of' the

So by repeating the mantra we

absolute with it.

get in touch with the a·b solute - the univers-a-1 nature o-f things.
You may have noticed that the mantra is really going on all the
time•- under the surface,.

Every now and then - perhaps when we are quiet, .

or· when s:omething important happens

it: c-0mes· t:o our aiitention.

in i tsel:r is- proof' that the universal nature of things is
the

time_. .

0

when. t.-o

=there a;l]

There is no need "fro repeat the mantra purposely- -

that is not t-he same t-hing.
know

This

o-ome. ·

If' we let it a-ome naturally it will
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If you read what Mr Ouspensky said about negative emotions, you will
find that he is quite categorical about three things - firs't, that negative
emotions are useless, and only a sign of weakness, seeondly,, that they have
no real centre in us·, and can therefore be dispensed with without any harm,
thirdly, that they are never attributable to the actions of ether people,
or to external circumstances, but always without exception are due t-e

and

S:Omething within ourselves.
Unfortunately, as Mr Ouspensky points out, the world is full of negative
emotions.
And what is worse, many of our most respected institutions,
O'tll" litl3ratur-e,
our music, our art and our drama, our moral codes and many
of our popular beliefs, are full of negative emotions, all of whioh gives·
them a certain aut'hori-ty, and makes people feel jwrl:if.ied in imitating what
they hear and see.
They
But what, actually ~ negative emoti-cns-, and how do they arise,?·
depend on two things: - they are: a kind of tie-up between our instinctive
f e&lings and sensatiomr, which in thems-elvea are per:fee:tly· right: ancE natural,
and the interpreta~ion wa put on theae feelings: and sensations by our
intelleex - our ordinary thinking· mind.
The inte>lleet t'akes: what the'
body is" experieneing· and &laborate:s on it.
Particularly, it t'aket:r what is
going· on within us,, and appli~s- it vo the world outside.
When the> intellect
starts· b:orrowing the much more potent energy of the body in this wEqf',
imagination begins-·.
When imagination begins, a· vi<rl.ous cirale-, is set up,
of nega:tive thoughts: and f.~lings·.
This leads- t:o a grea:t deal of suffering;suff ering which is quite unnecessary, and which. we- are, much better and
heal thi~r wi'thout:·.
Thee point t'o nemember about negative emotions ia that they have: no
signif'icanae- - they do not' reaily ~st •
The more seriously we take-, them,
the more we struggle wit.h them and "try to overaome them, the,more important
and powerfi.11 they be'Q.'Cme.
So we turn 1;o the:- meditation instead.
The
meditation, if it goes, d'Erap enough, cran f:t-ee mr fi-om everything negative it can dispel all our negative emctiens - jus--t t'ake-· them awccy-.
Why is this-?
It is· simply a question of energy levels-.
three energy levels- concerned wi'th impressions.
There is the level of our
ordinary thinking mind, whioh i.g,the slowest, there- is· t-he level. c:f our
ina:tincrtive feelings and sens-a.tions, which is in.fini•tely fas-ter, and there.
is the level of pure emoti.on, which ia infinitely faster a.till.
Of these
three the first two - the intellec;;ual and the ins.tinc;;ive - both have a
0

0
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positive a.nd a negative side. The intellectual aa.;ys ye,s or no,. the
in.stinetive experiences pleasant and unpleasant, pleasure and pain, but
pure emoti-on., which belongs, t:o the:, heart, does, net- have any · nega:tive sni.de,. i t ·is. all positive·.
Diffieult .t ·o re~li-s e what this means: when on&- is not
experiencri.ng it•
What we ordinarily think of as emotional ha.a: nothing t:o
do with it.
All our ordinary emonons ean turn nega-tive.
Eut blisB"~ or
pure emoti()n, cannot~ be negative.
It is, either positive-, or it does·
not exist •.

N'OW a.a:

result o:f medi-t ation, it is poss-i-ble to have· glimpses, or
ooca.sional moments of' .bliss - 'waves of blim!', the Maharishi use.di t:o aa:11.
them. ·
As time goes: on these:momenta become mol"e general., until eventual:J.;r
we begin to live· them- they permeate:- our everyda;y life.
When thi~ happens
lif"etakes-- on a different:· meaning, f:or the universal mind, fromwhioh they
cu,me,is felt: and understood.
In the real world, everything is bliss-.
And when, through the meditation, we can feel this, the real purpose of
a;

meditation will have been achieved.
So there is: no need t:o worry a-bout negative emcti-ons an;r more,.
Up t'.o
a point they are hound t:o arise from time ito t'ime, for they <blpend. on habitsof thought' and pa'thways, in us whioh ~tarted long ago.
But s-coner oIY later
the meditati-on will take tnem away, for it works, on a; quitediff'erent: level the level o-r pure emoli-on.
Pu.re emotion c.lears- the mind: of:
0

impurities: , and when it o-iranlates:: in

disappear.

US',,

negative thoughts and: illusi-ons-
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A FURTHER GOUVERSA'l'IOH.

- Durir1g the last four or Ii ve J,.es.,rs ..a quite new principle has
bGen introduced in·l:o our work.
You mean the madita:!;ion?
No, the medi "ta.tion is a me·!;bo<L

I mean a princi:ple - a, quit~

new principle - one we never heard of before.
What principle do you mean?
You remem'bar Christ said,

n ~ •• go ye and learn what 'that meaneth 1

! will ha·,e mercy~ and net sacrifice;"

It is connected. with thai.

Yo~ mean ws have to be mexciiul?
Yes, but· how?

A.."l.d. what did Christ mean by

to thir...k all

We used

11 sa.crifice 11 ~

sorts o.f thing-.,: had to be sacrificed - our negativa

emotions, fo~ instancee

:But dont they?
No 9 not like that

.Lnd z.bm.,t

r.ot in ths wa.}· we used. to tm.n'J.-.

mercy, one has -to be merciful

,;,,i i;h

oneself

Only then shall we be merciful

to

others~

3ut th~

principle I was telling Jo~ about goes deepar than this.

Megative

emotions a.:re only one e:r~ple.

There is a cc::,ti'.z.in truth . whic}!. m~~,r help to explain it.

Accor'1.ing

to this truth, eveJ:J·thl.ng in the universe has goodness in it.

However

evil a tb.in§; ·may a.:ppsar out--wa.rdly 1 there is always goocl.-iess hidd.Em in

it somewhere .•
- Well, if gootl."1es!:. e:d.ots in e,er-sthi;1g, then we must be cn.:r·eful

not to destroy i-t.
And it is precisely by the wrong kind of
sacrifice that the good.'1GSS w.i. thin us is dest:royed.,

Then what should cne do instead?
Learn hew to suffer evilo

you
T'.a.en the goocl.,ess within/rill increase.

It will increa.se na:tu.rally, for goodness is no..tura.l fo-;:

.

llk"....."l.•

•

When you say goodness is natu.:cal for man, what exactly do you mean?

I thought evil was natural for man, not goodness.

If nothing staJ1ds in

- T'.a.a t is Vfha. t vie nev. .er tmderstood before.

the ws:y, man turns na. tu:cally tovmrcls goofu1ess - he turns -towards

that which is highest in hiao

For it is this wl1ich brings hi-m

the greatest delight, 'che greatest b.appiness,.
Then why does he find it so seldom?
Eec~use no-one has taueht him how to-feel the :e.u~l of goodness.
Some peopJ'.e feel this pull - they feel it naturally o

ill of us

would do so if it were not for certain 'Drong ideas.
W'nat wrong ideas do you. mea11?

That we b.a-ve to e1·2,dica.t-e e-vil 5 for instance.·

It is when we

struggle with evil that we cease to feel this pulL

:But

is this?

wb:y

- Because we set up a conflict within us.
preoccupied only w:i. th resolvin:g_ this conflict, is m1.able to turn

T1t1er1 what chot11d. c11e de instea.d?

Do whatever brings

.:.n.e mind iutc greater uni-'i;y - do whatever

makes it mcrs ~t ~e£ce with itself.

•
- T'nis new principle cl'li:.nges rnarJJ' thi!1gs

easier.

it seems to make e-..re:r,1'thing

:But cloesnt it run contrary- to wha'i; we have been told to do?

- I would neYer do what you e.?e told - I would do what you. know is

T'nen the goodness within you will increase.

certai..~ tasks and so en - what do we do about all this?
~

If you remember &bout unity, about being at peace with yourself,

you will see quite clearly whet ycu have to do.

Some of these

things IDeY bring m:ity~ b-c:tt others lead. only to con:flicto

It is

for- each to decide what is right~
Yet su:rely enlighten,-ncnt car,no'.; be a.chie-.,red without long effort
and st.r-..1.ggle?

- No, no.

'r'nat is where the whole confusion lies.

Enli ghtenrnen t

itself does not require e£fort or stJ:~ggle - it comes when struggle
is 2.bandoned ~

In the traditional ways of the past, it was always at

the point where struggle was abandoned that enlightenment came.

fact, the st:ruggle itself was prov~d€d in order that it might be
a bano.orn,d.

But we have no need fc~ these tradition~l ways - we

!n
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Enlightenment comes to us naturally,

have a way of ou:r own ..

There is no need for struggle

little by little and day Dy dayo
ar,.:y

moreo
0

0

.

I>

0

0

..

•

0

0

- Ours is a way of mercrJ, it is not a way of sacrifice and struggle.
It is based on the idea of good..~ess
t.h'h,gs •

that goodness exists in all
of this goodness,

If man feels the pull

he

will go

quite na. ·l;urally fowa.rds it o
T"nen how can he lea:rn how to feel this pull?

B"J tu...--ning towarc.s the good.l1ess and awa.y from the evil.

You

It was she who looked ba.ck at the evil, and
3".t d.walling on the evil in us 1 by

so she was t'U.....T>YJ.ed into salto

trying to overcome it, even by trying to avoid it, sooner o? later

we become petrifiedi
Bu. t st!rely we cannoJa ig;no:::-c it?
No, not igo.ore i t i learn how to su.:ffer it.,

Then the gcodl.1ess

You· said· that oei'o:re - ·yo-c1. said 'learn how to -suffer •evil t

...

but

I dent thlnk I know what yon mean.
T'nere is a place :L"'l us above the level of evil is noi:hing but goodnes~.

a place which·

Struggle wi ".;h evil ties us down - it'

~ies us to the level of evilo

3'..d; ii' we learn how to

su.:ffer evil,

if we lea.:.""'D. not to mind about it any longer - we are free to asc~nd
to this pJ..aceo

L"'l fact• we are the:re already,.

- It takes quite a lot of cot!rage ·to let it be

to throw overboard

all we have· learnt;~ the pasta
:Bi.!. t :rou. don t really have to do that o

. gradually', 1i t. tle by 1i ttle

an.cl

day by da:,,-.

It comes

.And when you begin to

experience the delight of becoI:UL"'lg free from evilr you will find i-b
isnt so very im:portant after ·allc
0

0

,_ You say there is a place iri.. us above the

•

ie"'1

0

0

o:f· evil.

Row do we

actually get to this ple.ce - what do we :ha:ve to do'?
- That is the intere3ting thing - we dont really have to get there.

It comes to us instead.
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- I thought we had to empty our minds~ to reach a place where thoughts
don-!; e:d.st any longer?
- !fo 11 no..

It is precisely this idea that hinrl.e:-r-s uso

We thin.'!,;:

we h.ave to g-et somewhere - to go from where w~ are into something we
a.re not.

But we dont a.ctually have to get a..D;ywhere at a.11..

ha.va to stay whez-e we a.i·s - to accept everything as it is,,

We

Then

the goodness will come to us - it will pou.r into us from above,,

We

shall be ~illed with gocd.ngss more a.nd moxe.
You mea..11. we dont have to change?

No, nothing has tc ·be changed~
then shall we become.cursalveso

Vfe

have to remain as we are

That is the gr~at secret.

onl.y

617
IJ:TKOVATIONS

"Therefore every scribe which is instructed

unto the kingdom of heaven is like unto a
man that is an householder, which bringeth

--forth out of his treasure things new and old."

St.T:iatthaw l3 .. 52

fil_:

Man. is a machine driven by external influences.

Certain

men only, ii' they are given the right knowledge and are prepared
to make the necessary efforts, can learl'i ll!ow to change themselves.
~:

-Van has the light of heaven within him.

The light e:x:is ts

Th.rough the meditation man is

in a.11 men without exception.

able te reach. this light-, and when it circulates within him,

things of themselves will eha,nge.

Olds

Man ha.a no will -

only self will and wilfulness.

work on himself man candevelep will.

Through

Through ef£ert he can

learn to a.void all involuntary actions.

!!:!t=

There is only ooe will - the will 0£ the creator above us.

Through. the praetise of ·meditation man becomes -united with this
will,- and then all his actions a.re oa.rried out under its influence.

Old:"

Man must sacrifice his sui'fering.

expressing negative emotiOlls.

He begins by not

In. time he learns to control his

negative emo'tions, but this requires long work and effort.
~:

The meditation i"reas us from suffering.

1n time, if we

continue with the meditation, we shall fL"'ld our :negative emotions

have disappeared.
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fil_:

Man is asleep.

It is only through his own efforts

through

going against his meo-hanioalness""' tha.the will awake.
New:

Man is a.sleep.

Re has- only to switch on the light, and

-he will awake.

fil: In

orde:r tha. t man may awake, friction is necessary.

Tl..1e

right friction eannot always be provided by life ciroumstanceso
T1ua.t is wb:y special oondi tions are necessary for work.

New:

Th.a meditation enables a man to realise. himself in the

ordinary eond'itio:ns of life.

C7M,v.;.~7
-~-,2;!4ll

"A regular comf'o:Pta.ble life is the

way to cosmic consciousness."

( Maharishi )-

In this wo:rk we try at every possible moment to be aware

of ou...-selves ..

We try to keep attention, both on what we are

doing, a.nd on ourselves,- at the -same time.

This is what is

meant by the Rdouble headed a.rrrnr".

-~:

Trying to be aw---!lre of' ourselves and what we a.re doing at

the same time makes the w.ind dull,-

When you eome out-t'rom the

-meditation go straight ahead with what yeu have to do, and do it.
-During the J:-.a.1:f hour the a:rrow ;points inwards, during the day the
a.1:":PO\l' points outw~rds.

fil:

13eth at onee only leads i;o confusion.

Vie ha.ve to learn how to control our thoughts, then we oan

:form right attitudes ..

While we allow our thoughts to turn

meehanica1ly nothing is possible.
~:

Du:ring meditation we do not try to control our thoughts - we

do not oppose them in a..."lY w---a;y.,

The medi ta t:ion ta.lees us beyond. the

level o'f thou,gh:ts - they are not L"'l the -least importe.,n:t.

I:f we can formulate our aim, and if we can remember it with
sufficient :Crequency and intensity, things will begin to change.

!!!!,g

When we do- the medita-l;ion we do not thin.clc beforehand of' our

aim, or where we .ho:pe to get.

We just sit down and do

it.
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Old:

Man has two sides, one of them is real and the other is false.

:Be:fore he meets -the work,- the -:false side, which we call ":false
pe:rsonali tytt,

is domi....TJ.ant.

personality out of' the wa:y
~:

Work consists in keeping false
in trying to go against it.

T"ne :meditation takes us straight to what is real in ourselves,

In time,

so there is no need to worry a.rry longer a.bout the :false.

as we continue rl th -the med.i t-:::.tion, wo shall :find the :f'a.lse things

in us h..~ve evaporated •

..Q!!!.:

Man is unable to see what he is really like because of

Bu:ff'ers lie between different sides of his

•tbuf'fers".

pe:rsonali ty a.nd preVa'lt him from seeing them together.

When

a man sees, or is shown oae of his buffers, he has to knook it
h.r:u·d., then in time it will be destroyed ..

!!!,:

Whe..~ we_are doing the meditation certain conflicts and

-ee1"ta.in unpleasant thoughts -and feelings are bound to a.rise
i..."1. _us f'rom time to time.

is "I could.nt care lass".

The right attitude to these thi11gs

Sooner or later they will disappear,

but in the meanwhile, try to avoid-collisions as f'a.r a.s possible.

Old:

We cannot remember ourselves at will, we ca,_"'l only try to

remembeT ourselves.

Trying to remember ourselves m~'lS placing

the mind in the :position 01 being more -conscious, in much the
same way

~;

a.$

-a.· singer plaoes his voi-ce.

Self' awareness ca-n only come -through uti.ion with the deepest

part of' our bei.'>lg.

-If we rea-ch this place · in meditation, i t

will express i tsalf' outwardly during the -day, ru1d in this way
sel£ awareness will come quite naturally.0£ oneself doss

of awareness .. ·

T:ey:ing to be aware

not help - it only hinders the natural expression
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..21§_:

We have to learn how to think.

Real thi..111:ing requires long

Ordinarily our thinking is mechanical - it

goes by itself'.

-New:

You will -rind as a result of meditation that when you have

-

to think you think, when there is no -need to think you dont think.

In -this wa;y your thi.rtJdng- is more effective.

~•

When you find yourself' in a. bad sta.tey lift yoursel:f out of

it by the ba.-ok hair.

~=

Whe..'1 you :find yoursel:f i..11 a bad state, accept it

strt1ggle or oppose it.

do not

As soon as you can, go-and de the

meditation.

ill_:-- If' you allow negative and· unpleasant thoue;hts -to start
turning in you they oa.n do a great deal of da....."la.ge.

We have to

-learn how to stop them quickly~ se£ore they begin to get hold.
~:

Thoughts are not-important - they dont do yGU any harm.

Af'ter

medi ta. tion y:au. will -find the quality of your thoughts has changed
they w-111 become sweetened - -less negative· and unpl:ea.sa11t.

Old:

You ca:ri..1--iot e.zpeet to get on in the work without :pa,,y7nent.

Every step you·· take has - to be :paid fsr - it can only be taken

at tJle expense of something else.

New:

Gcod progress in the meditation is like a man going to

the office.

If he -goes regi.1larly every ·d.ay he will get his

pay cheek at the end of the month.
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fil:

The higher the level you reach in the work the more

concentrated your effort has to be.

That is the characteristic

of an ascending octave - the higher notes are of rm.,ch .greater
intensity than the lower ones.
New:

W'nen you reach a certain :point on the la.d_der of self realisation

you begin to feel the :pull of the we:y.

The .nearer yau get to the

top of the ladder the stronger this pull becomes.

fil::

Man's ord.ina.-ry state is one of identi;fication.

He cannot

do a.r.ything,- or interest himself in anything, ,:without becoming
identi-fied-- without losing himself' in what he is doL'l1g, or

"becomingtt it.
~:-

As a. result of medi ta. tion impressions no longer make such

a deep :mark on the wax - they glan.ee orf more readily.

Like a.

shopkeeper wh.oae shop is _full of goods - it is not important to

him whether he sells this thing or that.

13u t a beggar who goes

from door to door-with only a few goods to sell - if'-he :fails to

sell them he will starve.
Old:

Man's evolution consists in a constant struggle against

the forces that keep him asleep.

At cert&L"l stages i..n. this

struggle he must o:f necessity endure grea,t suf':fering.
Essentially it is not a struggle.

"Life is bliss.

Man was born to enjoy.

Certainly not to su:f':fe:rtt.
( Mebarish.i)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"And from the days of John th~ .:&i.ptist until now
the kingdom of heaven su:f:fe-:reth violences and

the viol.ent take it by :force".,

St.Matthew ll.12

"But go Ye and learn what that meaneth, I will

have meroy and not sa.cri:fice ..... t:1 st.MattJ:i~ew 9.13
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Conversation I.

- What does the meditation actually do?
- It fills us with the spirit.
- What do you mean by the spirit?
- That which circulates when we do the meditation, and renews
the stores of energy within us.
:But how does the s:piri t circulate - where does it actually go?

There are two places in which it circulates - one is the soul,
the other the body.

When spirit circulates in the soul it

brings life to the soul.

And so we experience happiness - that

wonderful happiness that belongs to the meditation.
- And when it circulates in - the body?
- When spirit circulates in the body it brings life to the body,
and so we call it the life principle.

lb t if we could experience

it as it really is, we should find it is just the same happiness -

the same kind of happiness as that which belongs to the soul.

- But isnt the spirit alweys there - why do we need the meditation
to make it circulate?
- The spirit is always there, but in time it becomes enclosed.
It dwells, as it were, in a single room of the house.

The

meditation opens the door, and the spirit is free - free to visit
the soul, and the body alike.
- And so the body and soul become united in the spirit?
- Yes, they become united.
separate no longer.

When the spirit enters them they are
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Conversation 2.

- Whatever happens to the body, whatever happens to the soul,
the spirit never changes - it never disappears.
- You mean when we die it survives?
- Yes, the spirit belongs to eternity.
Then what happens to the soul when we die?
It is born again.

- You mean in heaven?
- No, I mean here, on earth - at the same moment, on the same
day, in the same house.

The soul belongs to repetition - but

the body belongs to time.
- But how can the body belong to time, i:f' the soul belongs to
repetition?

- Everything in the body comes f'rom time - it comes from the
past - from our parents, our ancestors.

And further back still,

it grows from long periods of evolutionary time, over thousands

and thousands of years.

- :But the soul does not come from the past?
- No, the soul belongs to the present - it grows from ea.eh
moment of 'now•.

Every moment in our life belongs to the

soul - it is repeated again and again.
- And the spirit is above repetition?
- Yes, the spirit is above movement - it is above time and
repetition.

The spirit is everJWhere, always.
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Conversation

J•

- If you look at people you will see the spirit.
- You mean people in the world around one?
- Yes 9 everyone.

It is the spirit which connects us with other

people.
- lnt ha.vent some people more of it than others?

- No, it is the same in everyone - there is no distinction.

- And the soul is in everyone too?
- It is different with the soul - it is more an individual thing.

- :But does ove:ryone have a soul?
- Potentially, yes.

But it varies a great deal.

In some people

the soul has become confused - it has never been able to

gr<:Nf.

- J3u t what makes it grow?

- Connection with the spirit.

It is when this connection is

weak that the soul becomes conf'U.sed.
- Then how can we make it stronger?
-

Through

the ·meditation.

between soul and spirit.

The meditation strengthens the connection
Then the soul can begin to grow.

- And the body - is the body also connected with the spirit?

- Yes, but sometimes this connection is not strong enough either,
and then the body ~comes unwell.

That is why the meditation

can make us well.
- You mean the spirlt is necessary for the well being of the body?
- Indeed it is.

lht the right relation between soul and body

is necessary also.
- And what does this depend on?
- If the spirit is present, the relation between soul and body
will be in balance, but if it is absent the balance is upset.
- And this depends on the meditation too?
- Yes, this also depends on the meditation.
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Conversation

4.

- You said just now that the body belongs to time and the
soul to repetition?
- Yes, and the spirit belongs to eternity~

- But how can these three exist together, when each is so different'?
- '!'hat is the great question - that is why there are so many

different theories about life after death.
- You mean there are different points of view?
- Many-

different points of view.

different people.

It looks quite different

to

To one who lives in the body, for instance -

whose life is taken up with everyday things - life exists only
in time.

He is born, ho lives, he grows old, he dies - that is

all there is to it.

Dlt to one who has known something more,

life is a different matter.
- How is it different?
- He knows something in him will survive, which he ca.lls the

soul, but he may not understand what it is.

Usu .ally he thinks

the soul will exist separately from the body after death.
- You mean in eternity?

- Yes, but he does not realise tha.t eternity exists here and

now i n ~ lif'e - it exists in ea.oh moment of time and repetition.
What is more, it will a.lwa.ys be there.

But will the soul

remember how to find it, from one repetition to the next?
- One thinks 0£ eternity as a place where nothing changes - where
things are eternally the same.
- Yes, but where could such a place really be?

And how can one

think of it a.s always the same, when life is eternally different?
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Conversation

5.

- lnt when people die, why do they ha.ve to be parted from

us - why do they go away?
- 'l'h.ey are not really parted from us, nor do they go awa;s-.
- You mean death makes no dif':ference?
- It makes no difference - all our connections with them remain.
- What do you moan by connections?

- When one feels close to someone.

Sometimes death makes one

closer - it makes our connections with them stronger than ever
before.

- And is this the spirit?
- Yes, it is the spirit in which these connections exist.

But when people die, doesn't tho soul go away?
It makes a new beginning • .

- And sooner or later it returns?
- Yes, its circle is linked with our own.
- But if

we a.re connected with 1 t by the spirit, does it ever

really disappear?

- It never really disappears if the connection is strong enough.
Then how can we make the connection stronger?
i!irough the medi ta.tion.

'l'he med.i tation works on the level

of spirit.
· - And if the connection were strong enough, would we lose the feeling

of being separated?
- Yes, it is this feeling of being separated that causes so
muc.h suffering.

- You mean this suffering is unnecessary?
-Yes, it is unnecessary.

us when they die.

People are not really separated from

Their life is always there, just as our life

is always there, and all our connections with them remain.
what need can there be for suffering?

So
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Conversation 6.

- From the point of view of the body, the body exists in time,
the soul erlsts in time, and the spirit exists. in time.

Everything

for the body exists in time.

- You mean there is nothing else?
There is nothing else, from the body's point of view.
Then how does it appear to the soul?
From the point of view of the soul, the body is reborn again
and again, the soul is reborn again and again, and the spirit

is reborn again and again.

Every-thing is repetition for the soul.

- And how does it appear to the spirit?

- From the point of view of the spirit, the body exists eternally,
the soul exists eternally, and the spirit exists eternally. Everything
is eternity for the spirit.

Then which o:f these threo points o:f view

is

the right one?

They a.re a.11 the right one - ea.oh point of view is- right.

But surely one is more correct than the othera?
If' you walk over the surface of the earth it is :flat;

look at it from above it is round;

if you

but if you could see it from

far· enough away it would look like a point - like one of the stars.
So which point of view is the right one?

- Yes, I begin to see what yau. mean ••••
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Conversation

7.

- But how can we escape the la.ws of' time and repetition?
- 'l'he laws of time a.nd repetition are pa.rt of the structure
of' the universe - why should we want to escape them?
Then what is their proper function?

If it were not for time, we should be unable to enjoy the
inf'ini te variety of the world in which we live.
- How do

you

mean?

- If the infinite- variety of the world were to be put before us
all at onee, our minds would be unable to receive it.
- You mean time enables us to experience it bit by bit?

- Yes, it is time that enables the changing aspect of the world
to unfold be.fore our eyes.

Time is concerned w1 th the newness,

the evercha.ngingness of things.

If we can learn how to make

friends with time, a. new way of looking at the world will be

revealed to us •

- And what is the purpose of repetition?
- Just as time enables us to see things a.long their length, so
repetition enables us to see things 1n breadth.

'l'he breadth

of a thing depends on the number of times it is repeated 1n eternity.
- You mean the number of times it has happened before?

- If you like to put it that way.

Certain things have a. great

deal of breadth in our lives - they have always been there and

will alwa_y-s return a.gain.
signif~cant.

Other things a.re not so broad-. so

They may appear in one life, but not in another.

They a.re more variable, more uncertain.
- And do things a.lso have depth?
- Yes, the depth of' things is concerned with something quite

di:ff'erent - it is concerned with a. new direction - a direction

unknown either to time or to repetition.
- You mean things which never happened be:fore?
- Yes, new possibilities in life - things which have never before
been realised.
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Conversation

8.

- Then is our life always with us?
- Yes, it is always here - there is nowhere else.
- But if life .is a l ~ with us, wby dont we get very tired of it?

- Some people do - they get very bored with life.
- But is there nothing we can change?

- Yes, everything £!:!! be changed.

at t why change anything - wba. t

do you want to change?
- M"a.ny"

things.

suffering, for instance, and things that bring

suffering to others.

Wrong actions, wrong attitudes, wrong ideas ••

- These are easily changed.
- But haw?

- Through the meditation.

Things of this kind are not essential

to life - they can be dispensed with very easily.

:a.it

generally

speaking there is no need for anything to be changed.
- But why is this?

- Because everything needed for the f'ulfilment of life is already
there.

You have no idea how wonderful life could be, even if it

were only partly fulfilled.

We live and experience only a tiny

fraction of what our life really is.
- Then how do we find the rest?
Through the spirit.

When the spirit ciroula tes in us it can

connect us with all the other possibilities in life - the ones
which have never yet been realised.
- And it is this which has the taste of perpetual newness?
- Yes, it is this which comes from the meditation.
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Conversation

9.

- Then is the spirit on a. higher level than the soul a.nd the body?

- Yes~ the spirit is above the level of functions.
- What do you mean by functions?

- Thoughts, feelings and sensations - everything to do with our
psychology - the spirit is above all that.
- Then how does it actually work?
- Like turning on the light 1n a. dark room - it illumines that
which is already there.
- You mean it brings emotion?

- No, it is not emotion - it is bliss.

- :But what is the difference?
- One is a function, the other a state.
- And a.re· there different degr-ees?
- Yes, different degrees - different levels.

When it is absolute,

the spirit is beyond our experience, but when 1 t :f'a.lls upon some
And when 1 t brings

part of us, it brings consciousness.
consoiousness, we experience bliss.

- And when it falls upon our functions, do we become more aware

of them?
- Yes, they begin to work quite differently - they work in the
light instead of in darkness.

- Then how can we find this light - how can we find the spirit?
- :By turning away :Crom the objects it

illumines• and :finding the

source fi-om which it comes.
- And this is what the med.i ta tion does?
- Yes, the meditation enables us to turn towards the spirit.

It

is by doing the meditation that we become :filled with the spirit,

more and more.

